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EDITOBI}If, COMMEDTT-

IIAPPY BIHTHIAY, IIIMHAIIE WINSTIIN!
"They took away my eyesight but
they could not destroy my vision.'i
These were the words spoken by
Comrade Henry Winston, Natiorral
Chairman of our Parry, after the
criminal neglect and racist vindic-
tiveness of the federal prison
authorities had resulted in his
blindness. And indeed the forces
of reaction which so brutally per-
secuted and tormented him did
,?o, succeed in destroying his vis-
ion; on the contrary it has grown
all the grander with every passing
year.

Today, on his sixtieth birthday, Comrade Winston-Winnie to his
countless comrades and friends-is acknowledged the world over as

one of the truly great Communist leaders of our times. He is linown
and admired for his exceptional capabilities in the political, theo-
retical and ideological spheres, for his matchless heroism, for his
unbounded devotion to the great cause of peace, freedom and
socialism. But more than this, Comrade Winston is known as one
imbued with a deep love and concern for people, for humanity. And
this has won him in return the enduring love and devotion of all who
have had occasion to know him or to work with him.

We are proud and happy to be numbered among those paying
tribute to him on the joyous occasion of the sixtieth anniversary of
his btuth.

Henry Winston was born in Hattiesburg, Mississippi on April 2,

1911. His grandparents were iborn in slavery and his father worked
in the local sawmills for a dollar a day. His family knew poverty,
unemployment and oppression in full measure. When he was eleven,
they moved to Kansas City, Missouri. There he was able to com-
plete two years of high school before economic necessity compelled
him to leave and to seek whatever work he could ffnd.

Later his famrly moved to New York, again in search of non-
existent employment. Here the young Henry Winston became active

I
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in the unemployed movement, becoming chairman of the Harlem
Unemployment Council's Youth Section and chairman of the City-
wide Council as well. He took part in the Hunger March to Wash-
ington in 1932, in the ffght to free the Scottsboro Boys, in organizing
the Southern Negro Youth Conference and the Southern Conference
for Human Welfare, and in many other actions. He also helped
organize the American Youth Congress and the National Negro
Congress.

He joined the Young Communist League in 1931, and shortly
afterward was made the YCL organizer in Ohio. From this post he
rose to that of National Administrative Secretary. He joined the
Communist Party in 1933.

In L942 he joined the U.S. Army and served four years in the
European Theatre of Operations. He returned to become National
Organizational Secretary of the Communist Party and a member of
its highest political body. He was one of the twelve leaders of the
Parly indicted under the infamous Smith Act in L948, and he su,b-

sequently served an eight-year prison term. A mass campaign com-
pelled his release before he had served his full sentence after a
last-minute brain tumor operation had saved his life, though not
his eyesight.

After a stay in the Soviet Union to regain his health and strength,
he returned to the United States to plunge into political activity to
the full. At the L8th National Convention of the CPUSA in 1966 he
was elected National Chairman of the Communist ParR, sharing
leadership of the Party with its General Secretary Gus Hall, He was
again elected at the 19th National Convention in l-969.

Such is the history of this outstanding Black Communist leader.
Of him it can truly be said: "Communists are people of a special
mold." In tle words of Claude Lightfoot, Co-Chairman of the
Communist Partyt Black Liberation Commission, "His contributions
extend to every struggle of the working class and for the unity of
Black and white in the Black liberation movement within the United
States. He gives strength to the bonds of international working-class
solidarity for unity of the world Communist movement on the basis
of the principles of Marxism-Leninism. He is loved by millions in
all lands."

Comrade Winston ds noted for his urlcomllromising insistence on the
highest Communist standards of work and conduct, on the constant ap
plication of criticisne and self-criticism, on runyielding struggle against
the influences of enerny ddeology. Itre is no less noted for his unshakable
confidence in the future. Of him the noted civil liberties attomey

HtrPPY BMTHDf,Y, COIIRADE WINSTONT g

John Abt has said: '"The spirit that inimates a Henry Winston infuses
the courageous and beautiful people of Vietram . serene and-
yes-smiling while American bombs rain death and destruction on
them and their land. It is the spirit of people who Inow deep down
within themselves which side they are on, and who know, too, that
their side-our side*is invincible."

Comrade Winstont sixtieth birthday will be celebrated on May 14
at a public reception at the New York Hilton Hotel. There will be
many other celebrations and tributes, both here and abroad. And
lhere will be many greetings to him from all parts of the world. On
our part tle greatest tribute we can pay to him is to redouble our
efiorts to build the Communist Party to which he. has so deeply
devoted his life and to advance the great cause for which it stands.

In this spirit, dear Comrade Winnie, we greet you on this happy
occasion and wish you many more years of health and frui$ul activity
in the struggles which lie ahead.

And to this initial tribute we shall have more to add in coming
issues of Political Affah*
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The Spring 0ffensive Against War,

Hacism anil Hepression
As we go to press a great wave of popular actions continues to

mount, leadit g towatd the Spring Ofiensive Against War, Racism and

Repression. AII indications, from the revitalized and toughened stances

of a growing block of congressmen and senators to the broad stirrings

among trade unions and in the Black and Brown communities, point

to the possibility of a spring ofiensive unprecedented in scope, power

and influence.
The April-May events are receiving addecl strength from several

,ru* soor-""r. By the time this issue of Pol.l,tical Affoirs appears April
1-5 will have witnessed a merging of the poor peoplet movements,

developed by the Southern Christian Leadership Conference and the

National welfare Rights organization, with the anti-war movement

in commemoration ofth" assassination of Martin Luther King ]r. The

massive outpouring in Wall Street on April 5, dramatizing the brutal

exploitation and oppression of the poor in America, will kick off a
,ortrit 

"d 
War Against Repression campaign. At stake in this new

development is a budding new unity between Black and white around

a strugfole with broad appeal to basic sections of the American people.

Additionally the fast-gathering movement of GIs and Vietnam vet-

erans will take its place in center stage this Spring. The active involve-

ment of young Black, Brown and white veterans is a reflection of the

depths of Nixon:s isolation. All indications are 'that the GI unrest in

the Army is reaching the breaking point. The threat of a massive

movement among the three million returned Vietnam veterans com-

bined with the GI movement strikes fear in ruling-class circles.

The April-May actions against the war ancl the deepening war-

related crises racking the nation will mark the movement's emergence

from a painful period of disarray and lack of initiative. The movement

is regaining its bearings at an extremely critical moment. The u.s.
inspired, organized and ffnanced drive into Laos was a maior new

escalation in tt " war. Nixon apparently believes that his policy of
'Vietnamization"-which basically entails a prolongation and expan-

sion of the war with an attempt to shift some of the direct combat

burden to Saigon puppet troops-is an adequate cover for the most

dangerous, provocative military adventures yet undertaken in South-

easiAsia. Indications from many directions point to the possibility of

a Saigon thrust above the 17th parallel into North Vieham. Puppet
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troops are operating within a few miles of the DRV border with Laos.

The Thieu-Ky regime has announced that the invasion of the North
is 'just a matter of time." Ominous speculation about'China's inter-
vention" has become a regular feature of The New York Times opinion
page in the past three weeks. Most ominous of all is the recent Nixon'
Laird hedging about the possibility of U.S. air support for a Saigon

invasion of the DRV and the renewed speculations concerning tactical
nuclear weapons.

Recent statements from the Soviet Union and People's China indi-
cate the gravity of the present situation. Both have issued warnings
signalling the new dangers, more sharply worded than any hitherto
in the Indochina war. An invasion of Nodh Vietnam carries with it
grave dangers of a third world war.

If properly alerted and mobilized, the people will succeed in
thwarting these new imperialist schemes. The expansion of the war
into Cambodia and Laos and now the threat of an invasion of the
DRV are born of imperialist weakness, not strength. Confronted with
a severe military-political crisis in Southeast Asia the U.S. government
is attempting to salvage a desperate situation with desperate moves.

The Laotian invasion is turning into a military ffasco. Every attempt
to pursue aggression in Southeast Asia is meeting with defeat.

The Nixon Administration is testing world and especially American
public opinion with trial balloons concerning a possible invasion of
the North. That is the meaning of the Times articles on China. That
is why the April-May action against the war are so timely and critical.
They will have a direct bearing upon the most vital decisions con-
cerning Nixon's next moves in Vietnam. Nothing less than the massive,

militant actions of absolutely all pro-peace elements in the nation is
called for beginning with April 1-5, continuing through to the April
24 mass actions in Washington, DC and San Francisco and the Peo-
plet Lobby in Washington April ?.5-26 on through the May 5 National
Moratorium and the May 16 Armed Forces Day GI solidarity actions.

A united calendar of actions has been agreed to by the Peoplet
Coalition for Peace and Justice (PCPJ) and the National Peace Acdon
Council (NPAC). But even as we prepare for united actions we must
understand the factors which prevented unlty in the peace movement
up till now and which threaten to impede unity and mass activity in
the future.

Chief among these factors is the splitting activity and misleadership
of the Trotskyite-led NPAC and the Shrdent Mobilization Committee.
At every turn the Socialist Workers Party and the Young Socialist
Alliance have thwarted every initiative from diverse sections of the
peace movement to achieve principleil unity and overcome the deep
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split in the peace movement. Space does not pennit a detailiag of the
full story surrounding the ffght for a united Spring calendar of actions.
On countless occasions unity proposals were advanced by the PCP]
only to be rejected by NPAC. Promises by NPAC to withhold public-
ity on their April 24:th date until further negotiations, were made and
unceremoniously broken. Devious misrepresentation of the nature of
the April2lth actions and the situation in tle peace movement markecl
NPAC:s methods in lining up sponsors for April 24th.

The story reads like a study in political treachery. The decision,
despite all this, of the PCP] (a coalition of various forces including
the NWRO and the SCLC), to change their mass action target date
of May 2 to April 2d, thus averting confusion and a serious dispersal
of anti-war forces, was an act of principled seflessness that will be
long remembered. The Trotskyite insistenco on an exclusive single-
issue orientation; their virtual outlawing of all other forms of skuggle
save mass, legal marches; their heavy-handed resistance to building
a real united front which respects the integrity of all forces within it;
their shameful opposition to tho Peace Treaty movement (the joint
treaty of peace worked out by the Vietnamese and signed by a dele-
gation of student government leaders from the United States and their
counterparts in Vietnam last December which contains the potential
of thorougtrly crushing the Nixon 'Y'ietnamization hoax" ancl opening
the doors for new layers of popular forces to enter the movement);
their passive, plodding, tailist approach to the ffght to raise anti-war
consciousness makes them the most serious obstaclo to the further
unfolding of a united peace struggle in the U.S.

On the two questions most central to the growth of the peace
movement the Trotskyites have a reactionary posfure-the struggle for
Black-white unity and the ffght for the total involvement of the
working class in the peace movement. In the name of 'self-determi-
nation for Black people" the Trotskyites have declared against raising
the ffght against racism among whites. They fear, they say, the loss of
"white support." Further they have elevated to a principle the sepa-
ration of Black and white in the people's movement against the war.
They have become the standard bearers for an all-white peace rlove-
ment.

With regard to the working class the Trotslqyites begin with a thinly
veiled pessimism regarding the possibilities of mass involvement of
the workers in the peace movement. And they oppose the only polit-
ical approach able to strike responsive chords among workers in fer-
ment-the linking of the war with the struggle against the rapid
deterioration of the living conditions of the working class. At bottom
they oppose all demoqraUc demapds from an ultra-Left standpoint,
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Thus, while giving lip-service to the problems of inflation, etc., tley
attempt to thwart all initiatives to create l,hting, tangible links between
the anti-war movement and the workers' stnrggles-the ffght against
the attempted wage freeze in the construction industries, against anti-
labor legislation, for tax reform, and on other issues.

The influence of the Trotskyites can and must be soundly defeated
if the movement is to go forward.

On an entirely difierent level but nevertheless impodant, are a

number of ideological questions among healthy sections of the peace

movement which also impede unity. We touch on tliem briefy here in
the hope that ongoing discussion on these matters will be a regular
feature of our work.

Many youth forces are still taken with anarchist concepts of struggle
and small group 'trashing" approaches (we refer here not so much
to the Weatherman brand of violent, small-group actions which have
Iost favor in the recent period, but to their non-violent counterparts
who propose formless, 'hon-violent," random disruption of govem-
mental machinery). Proposals for 'ttopping the government" with
bands of youthful disrupters are empty talk and serve only to demo-
bilize and confuse the people. Ways must be found to heighten the
militance and insistence of the peace movement but our tactics must
always be well-organized, disciplined and with a mass political appeal.

Additionally we confront the difficult problem of building a multi-
issue movement that avoids the danger of submerging the pivotal
struggle for peace. The shift to multi-issue approaches linking the
anti-war movement to the ffght against political repression, racism and
poverty, is absolutely correct and is the basis for forging new alliances
and broader united fronts, but some have taken this as a signal to
abandon the central struggle for peace. There is a hesitancy to move
in direct response, say, to new crisis developments in the war (e.9.,
the Laos invasion) on the grounds that unless all the issues are joined
and equally stressed at eDery moment no action is possible.

Involved here is a superftcial understanding of the organic link be-
tween the war and the struggle against racism and repression. In-
volved also is the erroneous view that the Black and Brown commu-
nities will not move directly on the war issue itself. There is, in fact,
great sophistication concerning the war and the special prices paid by
the Black and Brown peoples because of it, in t-hese communities.
Where initiatives have been taken, with Black and Brown leader-
ship in decision-making and control of peace actions the anti-war
movement, as an integral movement, has found open doors in Black
and Brown communities. This is an aspect of the struggle against
racism in the ranls of the peaoe movement
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The Paris fommune (1871).

The General Council of the International Workingmen's Associa-

tion had long been warning the workers against the danger of a

Franco-German war and when the gathering conflict suddenly burst
forth, the Council four days later, July 29, 1870, put out a manifesto
calling for international solidarity of the workers. Written by Marx,
the manifesto laid the blame for the war upon the rulers of both
France and Germany. While lt said that Germany had been placed
on the defensive in the war, with reactionary Russia looming on its
eastem frontiers, it warned the German workers against the danger
of ghe war becoming one of conquest. Marx also stated that whatever
the outcome of the war, it would mark the end of the Second Empire
in France, as it did.

In the various countries the workers displayed high qualities of
internationalism. In Germany, Liebknecht and Bebel voted in par-
liament against the war credits, and went to jail for it (the Lassalleans,

however, voted for the credits), and big meetings of German workers
were'happy to grasp the fraternal hand Stretched out to us by the
workmen of France."1 In France a similar international spirit pre-
vailed, ttre workers pledging their "indissoluble solidarity" with the
workers of Germany.2 Among the immigrant workers in the United
States also, the General Councilt anti-war manifesto was circulated
far and wide, and ioint meetings of French and German workers
were held to protest the war.3

Meanwhilg the war had disrupted the organizati,onal procedure
of the fnternational. The next congress had been set for Paris, on
September 5, 1870; but in view of the prevailing political persecutions
in France, the congress place was later shifted to Mainz, Ger.many.
The outbreak of the war, however, forced the cancellation of this
arrangement.

The war was brought to a swift climax by the better-prepared Ger-
man forces. The French armies sufiered one catastrophic defeat after
another. In six weeks the ffeld phase of the war was over. On Septem-

* March 18, 1971 marked the 100th anniversary of the Paris Commune.
We took brief notice of this occasion editorially in our March issue, stating
that additional material would be presented in a later issue. The following
account of the Paris Commune constitutes Chapter 9 of William Z. Foster's
Historg of the Th,ree Internationals (International Publishers, New York,
1e55).
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ber 2,1870, at Sedan, Bonaparte unconditionally surrendered hirnself
and his army.

The Franch Reyfu:l.ic Esteblished

When news of the Sedan debacle reached Paris the people rose
and, on September 4, L870, they overthrew the Bonaparte regime and
set up a rep,ublic. The new Assembly, elected February B, 1871, was
made up, however, of about two-thirds Royalists and one-third bour-
geois Republicans, with a few petty-bourgeois radicals thrown in to
make things rnore palatable to the working class. This urhole devel-
opment spurred the Bakuninists* into action, and during the next sev-
eral weeks they tried vainly to carry through successful uprisings in
Paris, Lyons, Marseilles, Brest, and other cities against the new gov-
emment. The Blanquists+* also pushed for an insurection. For a few
hours, on Ostober 81, 1870, Blanqui was in control of Paris, but he
had to give it up.

On Septem,ber 9, 1870, the General Councfl of the I.W.A. issued
another manifesto, also written by Marx. In this document Marx
pointed out that the so-called war of defense on dre part of Germany
had beoome definitely a w,ar of conquest, the determination of Bis-
marck to seize the Fiench provinces of Alsace and Lorraine having
become clear. Marx warned that if this were done, it would surely
lead evenfually to another "defensive war" as it, in fact, did with
terriffc force in 1914. The manifesto urged the Gerrnan workers
to oppose the proposed annexation and to dernand an honorable
peace with France. It warned ,the French workers to be on guard
against the treacherous French bourgeoisie and to use every op[]or-
turrty to strengthen their own class fo,rcres. In general, Marx and
Engels felt that the time was unripe for a revolutionary overthrow of
the reactionary rep,ublican government, such as both Bakunin and
Blanqui were striving [u.n

The German army was at the walls of Paris, investing lhe city.
Bismark hesitated to attack Paris, however, because reportedly there
were some 200,000 well-armed troops (an exaggeration) within it,
and he well knew the revolutionary ffghting spirit of the Parisian
proletariat. The Paris troops, mostly the National Guard, rnade up
chiefly of workers, had elected a Central Committee of 25 members,
on February Ll,u and it largely controlled beseiged Paris. The Na-

*Followers of the anarchist Michael Bakunin-Ed.
**Followers of Louis Auguste Blanqui, who advocated conspiratorial

organization and armed insrrection as the sole forms of Revolutionary
struggle-Ed.
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tional Guard was especially on t"he alert against a coup itetd by the
Thi,ers government, which, fearing the revolutionary proletariat, was

""g", 
to-t r* the city over to the Germans. The government signed an

arrnistice (su:render) on Fobruary 26, in which it agreed to give

"p 
Paris.

Birth of The Commune

With tho aim of forcing rebellious Paris to surrender, Thiers, at

three o'clock in tho morning of March I"8, had his troops under Gen-

eral Vinoy attempt to seizJ the 250 cannon of the National Guard.

Tho plan'was su6ceeding until besieged, famine-stricken Faris woke

op 
"fo 

went into action.-With women taking the lead, thj neode, by
fiaternization and direct attacks, halted the seizure. By eleven dclock
Thiers' troops were eompletely defeated and the city was in the hands

of the people. Two govLrnment generals were killed i" 99 ffghting.
The red fag floated on the Hotel de Ville, and the Central Comrnittee

of the Natlonal Guard was acting as the provisional government.o
"The proletarians of Patis," declared the Central Committeg "amidst

the failures and treasons of the ruling classes, havo understood that
the hour has struek for tlern to save the situation by taking into their
own hands the direction of pubilc affairs."?

The basic organized forces which led in the insurection were the
Blanquists. They were said to number 4,000 organized arrned men,

with; hrge body of sympathizers.s Blanqui himself was arested by
the govemment ihe night-before the uprising, on M_arch 17, and was

helilin iail all through the life of the Commune. The Marxist Inter-
nationalists, who were still few in numbers in Paris, had not planned
for an uprising, but when it began they took a very active Part in it.

Based on universal male sufirage, the Commune was a legislative
and executive boily. All its members were subiect to recall. The ge1-

eral model was Paris, and the revolutionary Plan was to have such

comffrunes throughout all the cities, towns, and hamlets of France.

All were to send representatives to the National Delegation in Paris.

Marx says, the system "brought the rural producers under the intel-
lectual lead of the central towns in their districts, and secured to them
in the working men, the natural trustees of their interests"o*a clear
recognition of the leading revolutionary role of the proletariat.

The fundamental weakness of the Commune was that the workers
had no party and no program; the revolution and the government

coming out of the struggle were all improvised. What should have

been dong already on the 18th, was for the Central Cornmitteo act-

irg i" the name of the people, to arrest the Thiers government lead-
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ers, who were in Paris that day, and then march up,on Versailles, tle
seat of the reactionary government. That governmeut's forces were
greatly demoralized by the insurrection, and Thiers later admitted
that if an attack had been made promptly they could not have with-
stood it. Unfortunately, however, they were allowed p,recious time to
reorganize their forces, a fact which became disastrous later on for
the Cornrnune. The Central Committee temporized and had conscien-
tious objection to launching a civil \Mar,lo while in fact ,the Thiers
reactionaries, by their attack on Paris, had already opened the civil
war. The Central Committee, uncertain of its own authority, prepared
for the holding of local elections. Meanwhile, short-tved insurrections
were taking place in other French cities*Lyons, Saint Etienne, Creusot,
Marseilles, Toulouse, and Narbonne. Bakunin entered into the revolt
in Lyons and wrecked it.lr

The elections of March 26, supplemented by further voting on
April 15, elected 92 Councillors, who constituted the Comrnune of
Pads. An Exocutive Committee of nine was chosen, rnade up of the
heads of the various departments: War, Finance, Subsistence, Ex-
terior, Labor, Justice, Public Services, Information and General
Security. The Blanquists and Neo-Jacobins held a rnajority in the
Commune; there was also a coruiderable group of Proudhonists, some
eighteen Marxist Internationalists, and a few of rniscellaneous opinion.
The Commune was ,based on a revolutionary alliance between the
proletariat and the city petty bourgeoisie, with the workers in the
lead. By tJris time, most of the big bourgeoisie had fled the city, leav-
ing the factories standing idle, with 300,000 workers unemployed.

On Aprit 19 the ,Comrnrme published its ftrst statement of pro-
gram. This stayed within the framework of a bourgeois dernocratic
revolution. The program demanded, "The recognition and the con-
solidation of the Republic, and the absolute autononrlz of the Com-
rnune extended at all places in France, thus assuring to each the
integr,ity of its rights and to each Frenchman the full exercise of his
faculties and aptitudes as a man, a citizen, and a producer." It then
went on to specify needed civil rights. It said further that, "The po-
litical unity, as desired by Paris, is a voluntary association of all local
initiative, the free and spontaneous cooperation of all individual
energies with the common object of the well-being, liberty, and secur-
ity of the people."l2 The suess upon local autonomy was partly a
reaction against the crass dictatorship under the Second Empire and
patly a reflection of the anarchist (Proudhon, Bakunin) ideas then
widely current among the French working class.
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The lrrternationnl And The Commune

In its manifesto of September 9, 1870, written by Marx, the Gen-

eral Councit of the I.W.A. had warned the French workers of the
"desperate folly" of an attempt at that time to overthrow the new
bourgeois republic. But when the insurrection took place, Marx, as a
real ievolutionist, gave it every possible support. Writing to Kugel-
mann three weeks after the revolution began, Marx declared that
"the present rising in Paris-even if it be crushed by the wolves, swine,
and vile curs of the old society-is the most glorious deed of our
Party since the June insurrection in Paris."13 He declared that the
Parisians were "storming heaven."

Long afterward, Lenin compared favorably Marx's attitude to
Plekhanov's in a similar situation. Plekhanov, who opposed the 1905

revolution in Russia, shamefully declared after the heroic struggle
that, "They should not have resorted to arms."la But Marx, although
he had opposed the revolt beforehand, gave it militant support once

it began. On May 30, 1871, two days after the fall of the Cornmune,
he put out an address in the name of the General Council, in defense

of ihe Commune, one of the 'greatest of all Marxist works, The
Cioil War in France. This historic document was endorsed by all the
Council members, except Odger and Lucroft, English labor leaders,

who resigned rather than sign it. Marx signed it as the Corresponding
Secretary of Germany and Holland, and Engels for Belgium and
Spain.

Under the direct inspiration and leadership of Marx and Engels,
the various sections of the International gave all possible aid to the
embattled Commune. In Paris the Internationalists were very active.
SteHoft lists among them, all elected members of the Co,rnmmne:

Varlin, Malon, Jourdes, Avrail, Pindy, Assy, Duval, Theiss, Lefrancais,
Frankel, Longuet, Serail, and Johannard.ls They were active not only
in the Commune committees but also in the growing civil war. They
were reqponsible for much of the constructive legislation and action
developed by the Commune. The many revolutionary European exiles
in Paris also actively ,participated and were given high posts in the
Comrnune, Dombrowski, a Pole, becoming military comrnander of
Paris.lo

In England the rank-and-ftle workers hailed the Commune, even
though their opportunist trade union leaders in the General Council,
save Applegarth, turned tail on the great revolutionary struggle. In
Germany both the Eisenachers and the Lassalleans supported the
Comrnune, in the face of a strong reactionary capitalist opposition.
And in the United States the Commune evoked support far and wide
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among the working masses, notwithstanding the utter rnisrepresenta-
tion of it made by the bourgeois press, and the constant attempts of
the American Arnbassador to France, Washburn, to destroy it,17 Tlw
Workingmenis Adoocate and other labor papers printed the statements

of the General Council. Among the prominent American ffgures who
justiffed the Commune was General Ben Butler, and on August L5,

1871, Marx told the General Council that Wendell Phillips, the
Abolitionist and friend of labor, had become a rnember of the Inter-
national. For many years afterward the memory of the heroic Paris
Commune was a vivid tradition in American working class circles.ls

The Work Of The Cornmune

The Paris Commune su$ered from many weaknesses and handi-
caps, including internal dissensions among the various factional group-
ings and isolaUon from the rest of France. The lack of a clear-cut
program and a solidly organized political party also hung like a mill-
stone around the neck of the Commmne from the ffrst to the last.
Moreover, the Commune, which existed only 72 days, had to operate
in the face of a developing civil war. Although ffghting for its life
desperately, the Cornmune nevertheless had many oonstructive achieve-
ments to its credit, enough to write its name imperishably in the revo-
lutionary history of the world's working class and for it to stand out as

a veritable light-house to guide the workers along the way to socialism.
Among its major political decisions, the Comrmrne proclaimed

the soparation of Church and State, abolished subsidies to the Church,
did away with the standing army in favor of a peoplds militia, strip,ped
the police of political attributes, made all functionaries strictly respon-
sible to the electorate, setting 6,000 francs per year as the top limit for
salaries, elected and controlled all iudges and magistrates, established
free and general education, burned the guillotine, and tore down the
Vendorne column as a symbol of rnilitarism. There were also many
economic-social measures adopted-the abolition of night work in
bakeries, ,the cancellation of employer ffnes in workshops, the closing
of pawnshops, the seizure of closed workshops, which were to be
operated by workers'cooperatives, the organization of relief for the
enormous mass of unemployed, the establishment of a bureau of labor
statistics; it also rationed dwellings and gave assistance to debtors.
All this work was infused with an intense spirit of internationalism,
and the Committee had as its flag the red banner of the world revo-
lutionary movement.

Besides its achievements, the Commune suffered. from many rnii-
takes and shortoomings. One of these of major importancg already
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mentionod, was the failure at the outset to push the war vigorously
aganist the reactionary Versailles government. Another was a too
tolerant attitude towards the internal enem% which hindered the hunt
for bourgeois spies and traitors, with which Paris reeked, and also left
the door open for serious treachery and disruptive action arnong the
officer oorps. Also the Commune did not try energetically enough to
reach out to the other parts of France and especially,to win the peas-
antry to its cause-a most serious weakness. Another error was the
failure to publish the secret state archives dating back to 178O which
fell into the hands of the Comrnune and were full of the oomrption
and rottenness of the secret police, the diplomats, the capitalists, and
their politicians. Its publication would have been a heavy blow against
reaction and an invaluable document.le

But the most surious mistake was the failure of the Commune to
confiscate the three billion francs held by the Bank of Fhance. Instead,
the Blanquist and Proudhonist leaders, forgetting their erstwhile
pledges and voting down those who wanted to seize the bank, dealt
diplomatically with the bank functionaries for loans. AII told, the
Commune heads got only some 16,700,000 francs; 9,400,000 of which
belonged to Paris anyhow, the rest being a loan of 7,290,000 francs-a
loan which the bank director ffrst had Thiers endorse before he would
make it.20 The seizure of the bank would have dealt a heavy blow to
the shaky Versailles regime.

The C om"nw,ne Ooerthrown

By the beginning of April the civil war was ragrng. The Commu-
natds, or Federalists, fought a brave but losing battle. The Thien
forces, on the basis of monstrous lies and clistortions, had lined up
most of peasant France against the Comrnune. Bismark also released
100,0m French peasant prisoners-of-war to help the Versailles gov-
ernment.2l On May 21 the Versailles troops entered Paris and for
eight days a bloody struggle took placg with the Communards backing
up s'heet by street in the face of heavy odds. On May 28 their Iast
resistance was wiped out in Pere la Chaise cemetery and in Belleville
and various other working class distriets. The Commune was c:rushed.

The next few days were days of ruthless butchery. General de
Gallifet and his fellow murderers cold-bloodedly shot down at leasf
80,000 working class rnen, women, and children. About 45,000 more
were arrested. Of these some 15,000 were executed or sent to prison,
and hundreds more were exiled to New Caledonia.

The slaughter was far worse even than after the defeat of the lune
insurrection in Paris in 1848. Tens of thousands of Communards also
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had to flee the country to Switzerland, to England, and most o! all, to
the United States. To'provide assistance {or those exiles was a big iob
for the I.W.A. in Europe. It was one of the Communard exiles, Eugene

Pottier, who in lune 1S7t penned the irnmortal words of the great

battle song of the world's workers, The Intemationnl.
Behind Ihe barricades, in the bloody s'truggle and in the spectacu-

lar political trials which followed it, the women Comrrmnards esP?

cial| covered themselves with glory. Louise Michel and Elisabeth
pmitriefi were but two noted ffghters among thousands of heroines.

Before the court, Michel proudly declared, 'I belong entirely to the

revolution and I wish to-accepi the responsibility for n-ly deeds."z2

Conviated, she spent ten years in prison exile.
The reactionaiy rulers of Europe exulted over the wholesale mas'

sacres in Paris. They poured in messages of congrahrlation- to the
monster Thiers, and they put in motion repressive measures designed

to wipe out socialism in their own countries. In France, particularly,
says Lenin, "The bourgeoisie were satisffed. 'Now we have ffnished

with socialism for a long time,' said their leader, the blood-thir.tl
dwarf, Thiers, after the bloodbath which he and his generals had

given the proletariat of Faris. But these bourgeois crows crawed in
iairr. Si* y6ars after the suppression of the Comrnune, when many of
its ftghteis were still pining in prison, or in exile, a new workers'

movernent rose in France."2B

Histofical Rola of the Commune

The Paris Commune taught many great lessons to the world's
workers, which are still valid today. Above all others, Lenin under-
stood and drew these lessons most completely. Outstanding among

thern is the indispensable need of the workers in all countries for a

stron$, clear-seeing, and disciplined Communist Party, as_ Marx so

strongly insisted, to lead them along the long and difficult road to
socialisrn. Even in a situation where the capitalist government was so

rotten that the power fell into the hands of the workers practic_ally

without a strug[le, as in Paris on March 18, 1871, still the workers
could not go on, even from there, without a strong political organiza'
tion. This was ooe of the decisive lessons of the Com'mune, and it
completely repudiated the Bakunin contention that a political party
was not necessary and that mass spontaneity would sufice.

Another elementary lesson of the Comrnune was that it provided
the basic form of the new society that is to replace capitalism, as Mam
pointed ouL The close relationship of the organizational form of the
C,ommune and that of the future Russian Soviets is unmistakable.
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Yet for almost half a century the real signiffcance of the Commune
was virtually lost sight of, even by Marxists, until finally Lenin re-
taught them its meaning.

Of fundamental importance, too, was the clear demonstration
given by the experience of the Paris Comrnune that, after the workers
had defeated the capitalists and won political power, they would have
to set up a state of their own, although a new type of state, in order,
by armed force, to hold in repression the counter-revolutionary forces
of capitalism and also to organize to lay the basis of the new society.
The Commune also taught, that the "withering away of the state"
would be a much more protracted process than was generally con-
templated by Marxists, though this lesson, too, was praetically ignored
for decades. Eqpecially was all this in sharp oontradiction to the
Bakunin anarchist nonsense that mere spontaneity would provide suf-
ficient organization once capitalism had been overthrown.

The Cornmune also made clear that the way to power for the
workers of Europe in the existing circumstances was by the forceful
overthrow of the prevailing ultra-reactionary political regimes, which
denied the workers every semblance of democracy. But Marx did not
make a dogma of this important fact. He also recognized, as indicated
in Chapter 2, lhat in Great Britain and the United States, where
there were more advanced types of bourgeois democracy, the possi-
bility existed at that time (in the pre-imperialist period) for the
workers to make a peaceful advance to socialism.

The Commune taught, too, that the bourgeoisie would not hesitate
to betray the nation in its own class interests. As the feudal reaction-
aries in the great French Revolution of 1789 had joined with enemies
abroad to ffght revolutionary France, so did the reactionaries of 1871

ioin hands with Bismarck against the Commune.
Another lesson of the Comrnune, greatly stressed by Marx and

also later by Lenin, was the fact that the workers, once in power,
could not adapt the bourgeois state to their revolutionary needs. In
his letter to Kugelmann, April L7,1871, Marx said, "If you look at
the last chaper of my Eighteenth Brumai.re, you will ffnd that I say
that the next atternpt of the French Revolution will be no longer, as
belore, to transfer the bureaucratic-military rnachine from one hand
to the other, but to smnsh it; and this is essential for every real peo-
ple's revolution on the Continent."2a This was precisely what the
Commune was doing in building its new type of workers' state. The
general conclusion was later on ,to be of great importance in the ffght
against the opportunists, who believed that the workers could trar'rs-
form the capitalist regime bit-by-bit into socialism.
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A most vital lesson taught by the Paris Cornmune, was the prac-
tical living demonstration it gave of the dictatorship of the proletariat.
In this respect, the Commune was a brilliant demonstration of the
soundness of the position of Marx, who already in The Communist
Mani,festo, 24, yearc earlier, had deffnitely outlined the revolutionary
dictatorship of .the proletariat. By the same token, the Commune
repudiated the contentions of the anar,chists, who were inveterate
enemies of rule by the working class, which is the dictatorship of the
proletariat.

The Commune was not made up exclusively of workingmen. In
fact, as Lissagaray and Jaeclh point out and as Lenin agrees, "the
majority of the government consisted of representatives of petty-bour-
geois demoqacy."26 Many of these were revolutionary intellectuals.
Of the 92 mernbers of the Comrnune, only some 25 were workers, and
not aII of these were members of the International. Nevertheless, with
the Parisian working class in full action, the influence of the proletar-
iat predominated. Marx thus puts the situation: "The majority of its
members were naturally workingmen, or acknowledged rerpresentatives
of the working class.26

The Commune also did not have, as we have remarked above, a
definitely socialist program. Nevertheless, its socialist trend was im-
plicit. Marx says, "Yes gentlemen, the Commune intended to abolish
that class property which makes the labor of the many the wealth of
'the f'ew. It aimed at the expropriation of the expnopriators."2? He
also states that its decisions "bore distinctly a proletarian character."
Lenin characterized the Commune "as a popular workers' go\iern-
ment," and he declared, that "The Commune tried to carry out what
we now call 'the minimum program of socialism.zs

The Commune was, indeed, the dictatorship of the proletariat.
Marx said, "ft was essentially a working class government, the product
of the {ruggle of the producing against the expropriating cliss, the
political form at last discovered under which to work out the eco-
nomic emancipation of labor," and he also said that "The glorious
workingmen's revolution of the 18th of March took undisp'uted sway
in Paris."2e Later on, Engels, addressing German "social-bemocratie
philistines," declared, "Well and good, gentlomen, do you want to
lcnow what this dictatorship looks like? Look at the Paris cornmune.
That was the dictatorship of the proletariat."so

The Paris Commune despite its ultimate overthrow, was the first
real revolutionary success of the world's working class. It made the
initial dent in the capitalist system, which the great Russian revolu-
tion, half a century later, wai to follow ,up by inashing a vas! irre-
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parable breach through the walls of world capitalism. Lenin giit that,
with all its errors, the Commune was "the greatest example of the
greatest proletarian movement of the nineteenth c€Dtury."go
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Bourgeois siates are most varied in form, but their essence is the

same; aI these states, whatever their form, in the ffnal analysis

aro inevitably the itictatorship of the bourgeo_isi.e.The transition

from capitdism to communiim is certainly b9u1d to yield a

tremend;us abundance and variety of political forms, but the

essence will inevitably be the same: the dictdorshi:P o! tth,e 
-pro'

tetwiat. (v. I. I-enin, selecteil worlcs, International Puiblishers,

New York, VoI. II, P.292.)

GAYI.ORD C.IEROY ATID I'BSI'I.A, BETYI,

Socialist Humanism anil Second

[ulture
In the inidal year of socialist construction in the USSR, L€xdn

argued repeatedly that many tasks had to be perfor'med over and
above the basic work of establishing the soeialist economic system and
organizing and secudng the workers: and peasants'state. These tasla
had to do with the ohanging of rnental habits, the development of a
new world view and the formation of new ethical norms. An apparatus
of science and technology, developed largely in capitalist cguntries,
was to be ,taken over and put into use in the service of the masses.
It had to be soparated frorn a value system in whic,h it had served
primarily the "contemptible capitalist drive for profft." The rnasses

required a vision that would prompt them to devote their full energy
to the building of the new state. For this a high degree of consciors-
ness was required. People lrmst be made aware of what was involved
in the transition to a new social order; only understanding of this
kind could generate the conviction, capacity for self-sacriftce, and
persistence needed for the building of the new society. A life style
marked by sloth, indolence and ignorance must be eradicated. The
mentality of the peasantry formed in the old order had to be trans-
formed. Bourgeois notions conceming equality, democracy and free-
dorr were to be replaced by the sociatst understanding of these
concepts. A start had to be made toward understanding of what the
communist principle (from each according to his abilities, to each
aeoording to his needs ) means in tho work process. None of this was
going to halpen spontaneously. The work of transforming the think-
ing, feeling, world view, ethical norms, and life style of the people
was what L€nin meant by the sultual revolution.l

Tha "Second, Culturd

The work Lenin mapped out was a continuation at a new level of
what he had descri;bed earlier as the task of building a 'tecond cul-
fure." Elements of a democratic and socialist culture exist in every na-
tion, he had said in 1913, because there exist in every nation exploited
masses whose life conditions unavoidably create democratic and
socialist ideology. "There are two national cultures in every national
sulture." While he ffghts the dominant culture of an irnperialist power,
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the Marxist will always remember that there is a "seoond culture"
which he must foster and build up. He must not let his *quite le$ti-
mate and natural hatred" of the oPPressor lead to transfer "even a
particle of this hatred, even only estrangement, tg,the proletarian
culture and the proletarian cause." To do so would be to "slip into
the bog of bourgeois nationalism."2 So the term "second culture" has

come io be used to distinguish Lenins conception of the cultural
revolution from certain non-Leninist conceptions.

The problem for us is to ffnd out how Lenin's oonception of a

second anlture applies to the present situation in the U.S. The task
that corresponds to the building of a new socialist society is the build-
ing of a rnassive anti-monopoly coalition, and for this a change in
class consciousness is called for-something that requires transforma-
tion of world view, etJrical norms and life style, and a heightening of
revolutionary understanding and consciousness, all of which parallels
what Lenin had in mind for his time. This kind of transformation of
consciousness, the inculcation of a new 'Teeling" about life and its
potentialities, has always been understood as a necessary part of the
work of the revolutionary movement. A signiffcant advance was

rnade in the 30s, and work of this kind has gone on ever since and
is being carried on now. But it is time for an upgrading of the whole
operation. Since the early summer of 1970 new opporhrnities have
developed for the formation of an anti-monopoly coalition; the
changed situation calls for a new level of work in the area of culture.
The goal is nothing less than to break the hold of the ruling class on
the mind and the spirit and to create the consciousness required for
the redoubling of revolutionary activity. In wtrrat follows we will offer
some thoughts on how to move toward attainment of these goals.

We can hardly turn to the subject without being staggered by the
difficulties. Lenin hirnself rernarked that it was going to be easier to
be$n the revolution in Russia than in Western Europe (but it would
be harder to keep it going, he added). Why easier to begin? Because
in Russia you did not have the situation in the West where a high
level of culture could be used by the ruling class against the prole-
tariat.s What Lenin saw was that in the West a relatively high degree
of literacy and education ( compared to that of Czarist Russia) created
conditions that the ruling class could use in order to disseminate its
own world view and put moral and intellectual impediments in the
way of revolutionary change. When he said this, he had no way of
foreseeing that half a century later the ruling classes in the West
would be able to exercise control over rnedia in which technological
developments have enormously increased the capacity for control of
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the mind. These technological advances have brought about a situa-
tion where TV, the press, cinema, and the entire educational system
often appear to have captured the consciousness of the people beyond
hope of rescue. The media are used to support an irnperialist culture
and then, when that fails, to foster sornething that looks like revolu-
tionary culture but isn't. We have in mind the "counter-culture" of
Theodore Roszak in The Making of a Cwnter Cultwe; we have
another instance in The Greening of Am,erica by Charles Reich. In
essence counter-culture proposes to change consciousness or personal
life style as a substitute for the changing of institutions. It piuts stress
on personal or psychologioal liberation and so diverts attention from
the need for organized struggle having as its goal a shift in the rela-
tionships of pro,perty and power. We can gauge the measure of suc-
cess in this operation by taking note of the degree to which rebellious
impulses are siphoned off into an innocuous youth culture or drug
culture, ,or the degree to which they express themselves in Weather-
man violence and vandalism.

TVw Strength on Our Side

If we are to move in the diroction of a vital second culture in the
United States, it will help to see the elements of the strength on our
side. The strength lies in the main in the world view itself, that is,
in our philosophical and ideological position. The packaging of second
oulture is a big problem, one we are perhaps not yet quite ready to
solve, but the irnportant thing is what goes into the bottle.

A major element of strength in our position lies in the perspective
it offers for the reuniffcation of man. In capitalist society, concern with
ideals,and the ethical side of life is split ofi frorn practical concerns.
Bourgeois humanism is for the most part an affair of Sundays, not
weekdays. In socialis,m the ethical side of life is rooted in the central
tasks. Socialist humanisrn rnanifests itself on the job as much as any-
where else. The clue to the difference lies in the changed character
gf work. The wage-slave character of work under capiialism was in
the last analysis what brought about the alienation of man. Ttrre

9ha1ge{ character of work under socialisnr, will in the last analysis
be the factor that puts an end to alienation. Work under socialism will
serve social ends, rather than private profft; and collective man, having
in his possession a program ,for socialist constructi,on, will beco'rne
subject of the work process. The new individual in socialism will
emerge ffrst in, through, and by means of the transformed character
of work. we have here the conditions for the development of the total
self, in contrast to the fragmented self of the capitaiist epoch. We are
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dealing at this point with one of the secrets- of history disco-vered

by Mix. It is tie fundarnental clue to the ills of our age_and how

th"y 
"r" 

to be eradicated. The whole matter is abstract and difficult,

thii theory of the alienation of the human essence and its re-aPprG'

priation in the period of socialism. But for the work in second culture

it is a rnatter of the ffrst importance. The abstract and difficult theory

must be put in the service of the masses.

,{nothei element of strength in the program for seoond culture is

that it advances a world view free from sentimentality (meaning, in
this context, indulgence in uplifting thoughts without-facing uP 

10
the conditions that-must be met if t[ey are to be relatod to practice).

AII forms of bourgeois hurnanism are marked by sentimentality_in this

sense. As a test case, let us take one of the rnost stirring embodiments

of the humanist vision produced in our century, the claim for man

(a qpecial kind of rnan) advanced by Yeats in "The Tower." Yeats

rp"ri.r of qualities in rnan that he has es'pecially_cherished: -the 
pride

oi upstandlng men who climb the streams at dawn and-drop their
cast it the side of dripping stone, the pride of men bound neither to
cause nor to statg 

"eithei 
"to slaves that were spat on" nor to 'the

tyrants that spat." He has cherished the bounteous plenihrde of men

like gurke aid Grattan, who ngave, though free to refuse"; in the

images of the fabulous horn and the sudden shower that cornes

whJn all streams are dry he suggests the high value he sets-uPon an

inner abundance that enables one to bring willingly offered gifts to
those in need. He goes on to give an unrivaled. imp,ression of the

strength rnan can ffna in himself. The poet- is _prepared io gmbark
u,porithe ffnal creation of the self. Already he has _assimilated 

what

Itily and the *proud stones of Greece" have to teach, and now he is
ready to pass beyond these. He is prepared to study "in 

-a 
learned

scho-oI," and to make his own all that can be derived from the ornirror

resembtng drearn' which includes art, philosophy and the wild force

of the imagination. He is prepared to accept the worst lifo-can infict,
wreck of the body, slow decay of blood, or dull decrepitude.

This is splendid. But ninety-nine out of a hundred people who re-

spond to the poem do so in a sentimental way. For if one were really
to create the self according to the large pattem of this poem, one

would need to face up to the crisis of an age where a decision is

being made between new beginnings for humanity or ruin. What is

called for is full eommitment to the kind of action that will enable

man to assume the control of history that is now within his grasp.

But for this you must break with the outlook of a class that is histori-
cally outdated, that has no perspective for advancing the welfare of
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the people of the world, that cannot solve such basic problems as
providing food, shelter and jobs, and that moves constantly with
greater hysteria toward repression and war. Bourgeois humanism can-
ao! however, break with the system without ceasing to be itself
(for what does bourgeois mean except attachment to the perspectives
of the bourgeoisie?). So it is forced toward the hypocrisy of the
emotions that comes when uplifting and generous feelings are in-
dulged by blotting from the mind consciousness of a reality that
denies their validity. I do not for a moment mean that this poem was
sentimental for Yeats himself. He found it possible to hold every-
thing together through necromancy. But for readers today, who can
hardly take Yeats' supernaturalism seriously, the high vision of the
poem necessarily becomes sen'timental. The only way to avoid this
is to break with the existing order.

Bourgeois humanism has always been marked by sentimentali,ty. It
has always been the property of an elite, and whatever enlargement
or reffnement of sensibility was made possible for the few had to be
paid for by exploitation of the many. Even in the period of the revo-
lutionary rise of capitalism, sensitive men reacted to the cost of social
transformation with feelings of anger and outrage. The existence of
the slave trade, for example, or the massacre of the Indians in this
country could not so easily be written off as inevitable concomitants
of an advancing social system. Conditions had already developed for
a split between two sides of the self, one devoted to the humanization
of man and the other to the butchery and plunder that served the
interests of a class.

lrwonryatibikty of Humanism and. Capitalism

Later, when the incompatibility between the professed ideals of
bourgeois society and the horrors of imperialist exploitation could no
longer be erased from the mind, sentimentality became harder to
escape. The contemporaries of Robert Morley in the 19th century,
for example, were necessarily sentimental if they blinded themselves
to the signiffcance of Britaint "civilizing power" as he saw it. 'IMhen
I come across such phrases in a blue-book," he says, "I shudder; they
always precede a massacre."a "Consider the rank hypocrisy of it all.
At the very moment that we are pharisaically contemplating England
as a trustee of special appointrnent by the heavenly powers in behalf
of the more baclsward races of the earth, we are massacring them by
thousands, we are burning their kraals and carrying off their herds,
we are breaking up ftrst one and then anotler of their rudimentary
systems of society, we are preparing the reign and authority of a
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set of men whose only notion of improvement . . . is to improve the
unfortunate wards and clients of ours off the face of the earth."5 If
these policies continug he concludes, "the old realm which was once

the home of justice and freedom" will "be transformed into a Pirate-
Empire, with the Cross hypocritically chalked upon its black flag."6

Awareness of the incompatibility between humanism and 'the sys-

tem itself made a socialist out of William Morris. "When the civilized
world-market coveted a country not yet in its clutches," Morris has

Hammond say in a retrospective comment on the 19th century in
Neuts from NotaLrcre, 'tome transparent pretext was found, - the sup-

pression of a slavery different from and not as cruel as that of com-
merce; the pushing of a religion no longer believed in by its promoters;
the tescue'of some desperado or homicidal madman whose misdeeds

had got him into trouble among the natives of the'barbarous' country,

-any stick, in short, which would beat the dog at all' Then some

bold, unprincipled, ignorant adventurer was found (no difficult task
in the days of competition), and he was bribed to 'crea,te a market'
by breaking up whatever traditional sogiety there might be in the
doomed country, and by destroying whatever leisure or pleasure he

found there. He forced wares upon the natives which they did not
want, and took their natural products in 'exchange,' as this form of
robbery was called, and thereby he 'created new wants,' to supply
which (that is, to be allowed to live by their new masters) the hap'
less, helpless people had to sell themselves into the slavery of hope-
less toil so that they might have something wherewith to purchase the
nullities of 'civilization."'?

By the middle third of the 20th century, when capitalism in its
death throes clung to life through the barbarism of the fascist state,

every form of bourgeois humanism was condemned to sentimentality.
To maintain high ideals while clinging to the existing order (when
we speak of bourgeoi,s humanism, to repeat, we must mean some sort
of acceptance of bourgeois society), what could this mean except to
retreat to an enclave of high-mindedness while countenancing enor-
mities? The model for bourgeois humanism in the period of fascism

is the Bach festivals and Shakespeare performances in Munich at a

time when the worst atrocities of Hitler were being perpetrated in
the neighboring concentration camp of Dachau. In the late 1960s in
the United States, the period of our massacres in Vietnam, one be-

came increasingly conscious of how Dachau had come home.

Only socialist humanism can be free from sentimentality in our time'
It is removed from the basic situation that create the sentimentality
of bourgeois humanism, namely, class contradiction-a contradiction
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which brings it about that members of the ruling class say one thing,
generally rooted in the traditional ideals of the society, and do another,
corresponding to their own class interests which, in a time of repres-
sion at home and aggression abroad, have become hopelessly incom-
patible with traditional ideals. Socialist humanisrn, however, can
face the whole situation and is not torn apart by intemal contra-
dictions. It sees what can be accomplished, and also that it can be
accomplished only through fferce struggle and at very great cost. It
does not have to deal with deceit and hypocrisy that mark a senti-
mental humanism. Here we have another element of strength on our
side.

The Meaning of Freedom

Another area of strength for the proponents of a second culture lies
in the capacity of socialism to extend human freedom. The notion
that freedom is a special strength oL ufi side, not theirs, would come
as a surprise to the edi,tors of the Neu; York Thnes. After a decade
or more in which Marxist philosophy has been broadly available only
in the form of caricature, the apologists for capitalism assume that
on the issue of freedom they hold all the aces. The fact is that toa

hold them. But here a broad-scale polemical advance is needed. If
our claims with regard to freedom are to be used in support of the
work in second culture, we should begin with an attack on ffve bridge-
heads:

(1) We should reiect the tendency to give an account of freedom
in existentialist terms-1that is, as if it were a kind of leap made by
the individual, purely on his own responsibility; as if it were up to
the individual alone whether he is to be enslaved or free. We should
insist always that freedom has meaning only in the context of a given
society. It is a social concept.

(2) We should reject it along with the notion that freedom means
primarily the capacity to originate one's own thoughts and action within
the self. The notion here is that to be free you must have a strong
ego development, in the Freudian sense. There is an element of truth
in this, but if you let it stand alone, you get away from the truth
that freedom has to be seen in a social context. It is important to
originate one's own thoughts and actions ( difficult in an age of aliena-
tion), but this view of freedom cannot be allowed to stand alone.

(3) We should always insist that freedom be talked about con-
cretely, in the sense of freedorn for whom? freedom to do what?
under what conditionsP wirth what element of cost? How many people
in a given society are free for signiftcant forms of self-realization?
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When you begin to look at freedom this wa5 it is no longer so

evident that capitalist society is its bagtion. On the contrary, if you
are looking for examples of freedom of this kind, the socialist coun-
tries are far ahead, even at this early stage of their development.

(4) More impontant, we should insist that you cannot talk sense

on the subiect of freedom unless you assimilate the Hegelian-Marxist
insight into the dialectical interdependence of freedom and necessity.

In bourgeois thinking, freedom and necessity are taken simply as op-
posites; they exclude each qther. For the Marxist they constitute a
unity of opposites; they are mutually interdependent. In bourgeois
thinking the more necessity, the less freedom. In Marxist thinking the
more we understand and can take control of necessity, t-he more free-
dom. The Mancist, therefore, puts stress on the ability to comprehend
and take command of laws operative in the real world. The degree
of freedom, as he sees it, is commensurate with understanding of cause

and efiect and rthe capacity to put this understanding to use.

Here we have the only mature view of freedom. Awareness of this
meaning of freedom is itseU a sign of maturity, as a matter of fact.
Of course freedom of this kind is not easy to achieve. It requires in-
vestigation of rthe laws of nature, in the individual and society. It
imposes the responsibility of working within the framework of what-
ever system of cause and efiect applies. This is harder than doing
what one likes. The shift from bourgeois freedom to its Marxist
counterpart parallels the shift from childhood to maturity. The child
does what he likes, but in maturity he learns to accept objective
conditions, to extend his understanding of them, and thus to move
toward the kind of mastery of necessi,ty that alone can extend the
range of choice.

(5) The most important bridgehead to be captured if we are to
advance our own coneeption of freedom will be tle connection between
freedom and the dictatorship of the proletariat. The latter is to be

regarded as a transitional social formation in which freedom for rep-
resentatives of the superseded class is abridged so that meaningful
freedom can be made available to the masses. The period of the
diotatorship is marked by an immense increase in freedom for the
great majority. But no one makes the claim that there is freedom for
the class enemy. We are dealing here with a principle of dialectical
movement in which one pole is emphasized so that the other can be
developed a,t a later stage. This is an example of the dialectic of dis-
cipline and freedom of a kind that is familiar to everybody in the
world of learning and the arts. One imposes a discipline on himself
(exercises in drawing for the painter, scales for tle musician) so
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that he can have freedom later. Development, Lenin said, "does not
proceed simply, smoo&ly and direc'tly to 'greater and greater democ-

iacy,'as the liberal professors and petty-bourgeois opportunists would
have us believe. No, development-toward communism-proceeds
through the dictatorship of the proletariat. . . ." This period requires
"a series of restrictions on the freedom of the oppressors, the exploiters,

the capitalists. We must crush them in order to free humamty from
*"ge Jlarery; their resistance must be broken by forcq; it is clear that
where there is suppression there is also violence, ttrere is no freedom,

no democracy."8 In a word, if freedom is ,to be achieved later, certain
features of it must be abridged now. Lenin quotes Engels on this:
"All socialists are agreed that the state, and with it political authority,
will disappear as rthe result of the coming of socialist revolution, i.e.,

that public functions will lose their political character and be trans-
formed into the simple administrative functions of watching over real

interests. But rthe anti-authoritarians demand that the political stage

be abolished at once, even before the social conditions which brought
it into being have been abolished. They demand that the ffrst act
of the social revolution shall be the abolition of authority." Engels

continues: 'Tfave you gentlemen ever seen a revolution? A revolution
is undoubtedly the most authoritarian thing t-here is.'T Lenin said he

had no quarrel with the anarchists on the question of abolition of the
state as an aim, The difierence was that the communists maintain that
'to achieve this, we must temporarily make use of the instruments,

resources and methods of the state power against the exploiters, iust
as the dictatorship of the oppressed class is temporarily necessary for
the abolition of classes."lo It is sometimes supposed that curtailment
of certain kinds of freedom in the socialist countries today constitutes

a violation of the principles of Marxism. The contrary is true.

How to Begin

When you examine our strength in regard to the general world
view to be associated with the work in second culture, then you see

that it is almost overwhelming. We are in possession of a program

to reunite the individual on the basis of the changed character of
work, and ours is the only form of humanism that can remain free
from sentimentality. Ours is the only program that can advance free-

dom in any meaningful sense. Yet the instruments for forming the
mind are under the control of the possessing class, and technological

advances have given these instruments an efficacy not dreamed of
in the past. How then to begin?

It's a question that will have to be answered eollectively. All we will
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do here is to ofier provisional suggestions. The existing publications
of the Left might give more attention to the need to transform world
view in ways we have indicated and to exploration of how this is to
be done, Every single vehicle through which the mind is formed
should be examined to see where there may be a possible break-
through, the educational system itself, radio and TV, fflm, guerrflla
theater. What else? Work in second culture might be considered an

essential form of political activism. It should not be thought of per-
haps as the responsibility of specialists but rather as a task for every-
one engaged in organizational work. It might involve, among other
things, a day-to-day examination of how imperialist culture operates,

of the political signiffcance of counter-culture, the politically oontra-
dictory trends in Black culture, etc. Thero should be a constant search

too for areas where initiatives can be taken with regard to promotion
of a genuine revolutionary culture.

Work of this kind would have to be rooted always in the theoretical
texture of Marxist philosophy. Three areas of theory would appear
to be of special importance:

(1) The theory concerning the alienation of human powers in the
capitalist epoch and the reappropriation of the human essence through
collective struggle in the advance toward socialism. fu we have seen,

this underlies second-culture perspectives for changes in mant nature.

(2) The Leninist concept of revolutionary strategy, as opposed to
tfre contending theories of the Left. Lenin's ideas about second culture
and about revolutionary strategy are interrelated; other theories con-

cerning strategy imply different conceptions of the nature of man and
different perspectives. Clarification concerning political questions will
always be needed if we are to be clear about the tasks and perspect-
ives of the cultural revolution.

(3) The theory concerning the transitional period of the dictator-
ship of the proletariat. We have seen how essential this kind of
understanding is to the clariffcation concerning socialist freedom re-
quired for the work in second culture.

In the university, the radical intellectual has a special contribution
to make in the work of second culture principally by reinterpreting
the materials of his discipline (history, the social sciences, literature,
etc. ) in the light of historical materialism. When this is accomplished,
the educational experience itself will become more of a battleground
than it it now, and students going through the university will be able
to choose to some degree between materials of learning subjected to
the interests of the ruling class on the one hand and a different
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marshalling of the subject matter, more objective, m91e partisan-or

rather p"rt-ir"r, on behalf of a different party and a different class.
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socialism here will extend dernooracy to its fullest, taking as

its starting point the democratic traditions and institutions of the

Arnerican!"opt". W" believe and advocate that within the frame-

work of u"ilai"g and defending socialism, a socialist society in
our country will"guarantee all the liberties deftned in the Bill of

Rights buf never-adequately realized in life. These include the

ri{trt of the people to express themselves freely through organiza-

tiSns of their cholce,, through diffe'rent parties and compgting- can-

didates who respect and are guiding by the principle of building

socialism.
Indeed, the fredoms in the Bilt of Rights will take on far

greater meaning for the great maprity, who will now own the

ireeting halls, 
'press, radio and television, and will be able to

exercisf that friedom effectively. But socialism does not provide

treedorn for everybody and everything. It is not anarchism. It
provides no freedom for racist or anti-Semitic practices and

iduo"""y. Nor does it provide freedorn for 
-advooacy 

of a ;return

to capitalist exploitation and class society. The minority of former

e*ploiters *rrui lot" their freedom to oppress the .majority, 
in

orier that this majority can realize thei.r freedom, which advances

human freedom and haPPiness.

(New Program of the CPUSA, pp. 1C3-10a.)
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flass and National Struggles In
Ireland.

It is indeed appropriate that the Cornmunists of Ireland should
be associated with the honoring of the 150th anniversary of the
birth of Frederick Engels. It is fftting that our ffrst words should
be in the ancient Gaelic language of Ireland, a language which
Engels himself began to leam after visiting our counfty in 1855
and 1869.

In the context of the current Irish struggle, the ffght for the pre-
servation of this national language is an important political and
qulfural task in face of corrosive Anglo-American com'rnercialisrn
and general imperialist oosmopolitanism.

The name of Frederick Engels is deeply inscribed in the history
of our peopl"t long struggle. It was while he was in Manchester
that he ffrst came into contact with the Irish emigrant workers.
From among fiem he rnet his wife-to-be, the proletarian rebel lrish-
woman, Lizz'e Burns. It was the time of the Irish national revolu-
tionary organization, the Fenian Brotherhood, which was active not
only at home in frehnd, but also among the emigrants in Britain,
and among the Irish "economic-conscripts" in the ranks of the British
Army.

The Fenian Brotherhood gave many gallant ftghters to the cause
of n-ationa! in_dependence both in the prison cells and on the hang-
man's sca$old. Most famous of these ffghters were Allen, Larkiir
and O'Brien who have gone into the history of our peqple as '"fhe
Three Manchester Mart)zrs." On the day of their execution, Engels
asserted his solidarity with their cause by displaying the rebel Irish

"g]99 
of gregn gosged by a blaek rnourning band. According to

lvilhelrn Liebknecht his home was a refuge for the Fenian prisoners
whom the police sought to capture. We }now, as well, that he be-
ga1 to write a hptory of lreland. So, we are honored by the oppor-

I-rty- to pay tribute to one who was not only a great theore8cian
but also a participant in our Irish struggle.

It is natural that this imprint of Engels on our history should
have created strong internationalist infuences on our movements.

.Th" f"llrwing is-th-e-text of-a -paper read at a conference on the 1F0thanniversary of _Fred_erick Ens_els in Moscow, october, tsz0. Th; i-irtt 
"r isSec-retqry of the National Executive Conimittee, Co*-o"ir-C p"ray ;tIreIand.
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There were ,Irish Sections of the First International, and it is in
su& traditions that we were linked with &e comintern, and were

o,resent at all the International Conferences of Comrnunist and

fuorkers' Parties, and were a party to all the documents issued by
the June, 1S9 Conferenoe. 

fi,
Beforg with and after Engels, our PeoPle have conductod a con-

tinuous stroggle for nationi independence; adding something to
the general 

-eiperience of the national liberation strugg]e. For in-

stani, frorn &r experience there comes a clear manifestation of

the need for the leading role of the working class in th9 struggle

for national freedom in- the fullest sense. The history of our peo'

ple, with its numerous examples of vacillations _by bourgeois lead-

Lrs and sornetimes downright treachery, can be summarized by
two quotations. First is the statement by the 

-patriot, -He"ry Joy
McCricken, in 1798: 'The rich always betray the poor." Second is

the general historical conclusion by the Irish Marxist, James Con-

oottyl i" his book, Labour i,n lrish History, published in 1910, when

he wrote: "Only the working class remains as the incorruptible
inheritors of the ffght for freedom in Ireland."

In connectlon with Connolly's book, based on the principles,
met-hods and teachings of Marx and Engols, tr must rnention that it
is a matter of great priae for us that this Irish Marxist classic has

been for the ffrst time translated into a foreign language by the
Soviet comrades. For this we would wish to exp'ress our thanls,
to the brilliant young Soviet historian, Artemy Kolpakov, who wrote
the introduction to the Russian edition.

There are other experiences of our struggle that I should mention.

One in particular is the fact that ours was the ffrst country in which
the imperialists applied the technique of Partition as a means of
combining both the colonial and neo-colonial forms of rule in one

country. Thus, there are two separate states in lreland: the state

of Northem Ireland which is subiect to the British Parliament, and

the state of the Republic of Ireland which is under a native bourgeois
government. The Republic of Ireland is nominally, politically inde-
pendent, but its economy is dominated by the British monopolies,

and its trade has been deliberately shaped by the British imperi-
alists to a position of dependence on the British market.

fit
Using the old imperial weapon of 'divide and rule," tle British

for centuries have tried to foster division between the Catholic and



Protesant workers of Ireland.
with their scheme of Partition, they deliberatery arranged it so

that in the state of Northem Ireland, the popuration woulJ be two-
thirds Protestant and the remaining minority would be catholics,
discriminated against in the matters of jobs, habitation and civil
rights-a situation not at all unlike that of the discrimination prac-
ticed against the Negro people in the United States.

Likewise, as in the u.s. labor movement there is the problem
in the Irish trade union movement, of the existence of ileverly
instilled fears and prejudices among sections of the protestant work-
ing class, who feel that the granting of full civil rights to, and the
removal of discrimination from cafiolics will ieopardize their jobs
in a society that is unable to provide jobs for all.

This has been the picfure for almost 50 years, but in the last
two years there has been a radical change in the sifuation.

Following 'the foundation of a civil Rights Movemen! which was
undertaken by the Belfast and District Trades union council, whose

1ecr9tary is the well-known Irish woman Communist leader, Betty
sinclair, there began a struggle of united action against the delib-
erate divisive discrimination against the Catholic minority.
_ This struggle reached the point of mass demonstrations despite a
ban on them; 'a mini-rebellion in the catholic workers' ghetto of
Bogside in the city of Derry; and the erection of barricades'in other
cenjers, The reply of the authorities was to use C.S. gas on a large
scale; for the British troops to shoot down peopl"; urrd the imposi-
tion of martial law.

It is not my intention to describe in detair the behavior of the
armed police and the British forces in Northern lreland. This has
been well done in extensive coverage by the soviet press. Let me
quote however from a letter written by Engels to Mary one hundred
and fffteen years, ago, in which he describes some of his impressions
of his visit to Ireland. It is as topical a description as could bi written
today from Northern Ireland. Engels wrote:

Ireland_ may be regarded as the ffrst English colony and as
one which because of its proximity is still "governed 

exactly in
the old w-ay, and here one can already obserrie that tho so-"an"dlib,*I of Fnglish citizens is based 

'on the oppressiorr 
-of 

the
colonies. I have never seen so many gerdarmes'i., ,rry country,
and the drink-sodd:n expression or lrre prussian g"rrd"i*"-i, d"-
ve]oped to its-highest p_erfection here among tfr" 

"orrrtafrUry,who are armed with caibines, bayonets and f,andcufis.

How relevant that quotation is can be seen in the faot that in the
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last two years there have been recorded instances of incursions by
drurrken members of the armed Royal ulster constabulary into work-
ing class areas, and the batoning ,to death of two citizens.

And as for "governing in the old way- as Engels said, it is sufi_
cient to mention that at a time when both protestant and catholic
_wo1\ers bady need suitable houses, the authorities pran instead to
build an extra prison to cope with the increasing ar:rests and im-
prisonments.

IV

. Attempts to divide the working class, bo,th catholic and protestant,
has long been a feature of the activities of the reactionary elements

i" ?T c_ountr1. In opposition to this is the positive role of the organ-
ized industrial working class movement wf,ich succeeded in uniting
the trade union organizations of both the state of Northern Ireland
and the Republic of Ireland into one single and united national trade
union center-the Irish Congress of Trade Unions.

when an extreme Right-wing "Black Hundred' type of organiza-
tion Ied by the Reverend Ian paisley tried to foment hate 

"among

the workers in the Belfast shipyards and aircraft factory they were
defeated by the unitary efiorts of the trade union shop siewards and
trade union officials, foremost among whom were members of the
Communist Party of lreland.

Great Iessons have heen learne{ by our people. In the past fffty
years various forms of shuggle have been tried, such ai parlia-
mentary participatiorr and opposition, parliamentary boycotts, eco_
nomic struggles, and even organized armed struggie, with the Iast
attempt as recent as 1956-1958.

, It is signiftcant that more has been achieved in the Iast two years
by th9 civil rights agitation than by all the previous forms of
s'truggle. From such achievements fows the rearization that a pre-
condition for any advance is the unity of the working class, protestant
and catholic; tle participation of the organized tr-ade union move-
m-ent in the ffght for democratic rights; and further, the utilization
of extraparliamentary as well as parliamentary struggle.

The positive results of the struggles around ihl irr.r" of civil
rights can be gauged by the fact that there now exists a crisis of
British rule in Ireland.- A 1ew stage has been reached in our long
struggle for national freedom; the British imperialists ffnd them-
selves _in a position where they can neither it"y ,ro, get out of
Ireland.

However, we do not doubt the ability of the ordest and craftiest
imperialists in the world to ffnd new stratagems to solve what they
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call the 'Irish Question."
In 1800 the British imposed an Act of Union by which Ireland

was incorporated into Britain. One hundred and fffty years later,
following the pressures of our armed struggle, and the mass re-
sistance of our people, they partitioned the country into two states,

one colonial and the other neo-colonial. In 1970, there are obvious
moves for a form of federation between Britain and Ireland.

Though it divided our island, British imperialism always regarded
it as one uni't for the purpose of exploitation. It is in this context
that the presence of enlarged British military forces in Northern Ire-
land must be seen, not as a force allegedly "keeping the peace"
between native Irishmen, but as heavily ,armed protectors of the
interests of British monopoly capitalism in both states of Ireland.

At the present time, the British ruling class is seeking a new
stratagem, in the form of an accommodation with tlle various native
capitalist forces in both the North and the South. Such an accom-
modation will help them to overcome the "disorders," and preserve

for the monopolies stable conditions for profft-making, as well as

create new opportunities for the exploitation of Ireland as a whole.
The basis for such an arrangement has already been laid in the
form of the 1966 Anglo-Irish Free Trade Agreement which is binding
together the three states, i.e., Britain, Northern Ireland and the
Republic of Ireland in an economic form.

This Free Trade Agreement is proving detrimental to the economy
of the Republic of Ireland, which has, in the course of a few years,

iumped from tenth place to third, behind the U.S.A. and West
Germany, as Britain's best markot.

Another compelling reason for some form of federation is the need
of the British rnonopolists to streamline their economic apparatus
with regard to this third biggest market in Ireland before Britain
enters the Common Market.

The integration of Ireland into the Common Market would be a
regressive development adding the exploitation of European mo-
nopolies to that of their British counterparts as further burdens
to be borne by the Irish people. Further, it would commit the
whole of the country to an imperialist war alliance, as well as make
more difficult the achievement of our national independence.

v
Membership in the Common Market for Ireland would be a na-

tional disaster. It would result in the closing down of many in-
dustries, the rapid take-over of the remainder by tho monopolies,
mass unemployment, an estimated increase in food prices by 20 per
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cen! and the elimination of the small farmer-all this in a country
which is so underdeveloped, that its labor force declined from
1,299,000 in 1946 to 1,U6;000 in 196g.

In the main sector of our economy, that is in agriculture, thele
would not only be depopulation in the countryside but an actual
exodus from the country itself. There is no alternative employment
in Ireland to which a surplus agricultural population can move if
the Common Market's Mansholt Plan is applied. Between t85l-that
is, four years before Engels visited our country-and 1g61 the Irish
rural population declined from 4,079,000 to 1,51g,000. yet during
the same period the urban population increased from I,03S,000 to
1?99,q0, absorbin_g le_ss ,than B per cent of those leaving the country-
side. The remainder had to emigrate to Britain, U.S:A., Australia,
Canada, New Zealand. Under the Common Market, there would be
even more aocelerated emigation, national depopulation with the
wea]thy .dmericans, West Germans and others b"yi"g up I,rish farm
land for cattle raising and for holiday canqps, " pe.qpectirre for our
corrnly that would conform to Engels' famous description of Ireland
after his visit in 1855:

G-en{armes, priests, Iawyers, -bureaucrats, squires in pleasing
profusion anq g total absence of any and every industry,'so thai
it would be difficult to understand what all these parasitit-growths
found to ftve on if trhs misery of the peasants did not-supply
the other half of the picture.

Our people fought too hard and too long for their freedom to
permit this to happen, and we Irish communists are determined that
it shall not happenl

The ffght against the sell-out policies of the present bourgeois
Irish Government to the common Market is an integral part of the
struggle for national liberation. Thus our struggle is directed not
only against the British imperialists but also against the monopoly-
capitalists of westem Europe. In this respect our Labor and Trade
Union movement is beginning to play a leading role in the broad
front of opposition to the common Market; a front that invorves
workers, small farmers, national cultural actiyists who }now ttrat
common Market membership will mean the loss of our national
identity and cultural distinctiveness, as well as many native in-
dustrialists, small manufacfurers, small shopkeepers and ffshermen.

There is the growing realization that to prevent national disaster,
there must be an end to economic dependence on the British market
and a diversiffcation of trade and exports outside tle common Market
counkies. A refection of this realization is tho presencE of an
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official Irish Govemment delegation in Moscow this week for dis-
cussions on the possibility of a mutually advantageous trade agree-
ment. How important this is can be seen in the fact that we have
no diplomatic relations with any single one of the socialist countries.
The Irish mission to Moscow is regarded in our country as the ffrst
important step in the direction.

VI
A new stage has been reached in lreland. There is tlle growing

upsurge of the masses in Northern Ireland. There is the broader
and deeper struggle in the Republic for national liberation, against
both the British and West European monopoly capitalists.

In the country as a whole there is, as mentioned before, a growing
crisis of British imperialist rule in Ireland.

In the conditions of this new stage the most important political
development in our country was the reconstitution of the Communist
Party of Ireland in March of this year, appropriately enough in the
year of the 100th anniversary of the birth of Lenin and tlle year
of the 50th anniversary of the partition of Ireland.

First formed in ]une, 1933, the Parry, due to a number of objective
and subjective factors, existed for many years as two separate Manrist-
Leninist organizations in the form of the Communist Party of North-
ern Ireland and the Irish Workers'Party in the Republic of Ireland.

Our Reuniffcation Congress in March last was a great and en-
thusiastic national and international event. In the presence of fraternal
delegations from the Soviet Union, Bulgaria, Hungary, Yugoslavia,
Roumania, France and Britain the Communists of the North and South
of Ireland unanimously established the only, as yet, all-Ireland political
organization of the Irish working class and small farmers.

This creative political act has made a deep impression on the
general labor and trade union rnovement and the movement of
national liberation. The reconstitution of one all-Ireland Communist
party is a splendid example of unity pointing the way forward for
the unity of the present separated labor and national liberation move-
ments. It establishes the vanguard role of the Communist Party in
the struggle for social and national liberation.

At ttre present time, and in the present stage, the Communist
Party of Ireland is displaying great initiative in securing the cohesion
of ,all the popular and anti-imperialist forces in our country, such
as the labor and trade union movement, small farmers, students,
young workers, tenants, patriotic business and professional forces,
democratic organizations. In short, it is working :to unite the great
mass of the Irish people whose aspirations and self-development are
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today being held back and stultiffed by the domina,tion of our
country, North and South, by British monopoly big business, .and

whose interests are further threatened by the perspective of the
Common Market.

A factor in this task is the unique position which our party holds.
It is in both of the presently separated labor and national liberation
movements. Our party is oonscious, and conffden! that it has to per-
form a historic task in uniting both.

fn ,this ffeld we are at present carrying out a vital national tas\
and at the same ,time an important international task, the preparatory
work that is necessary for that important scheduled event-the World
Anti-Imperialist Congress.

vfi
The unity in action of all the forces mentioned above would be

,the ftrst step to the ffnal solution of the national, economic and
political problems of our country. With a comrnon program applied
to the conditions of the two states, there would develop a unity
in struggle which would move bodr parts of Ireland in a democratic
and anti-imperialist direction. This is a prerequisite for the solution
of the problem of the division of Ireland that would be in the
interests of the people. This in turn will provide the politically
necessary basis for the establishment of socialism in Ireland.

A condition for such an advance must be the leading role of the
working class. As the most exploited social section in the community
it has the greatest interest in bringing about a new Ireland which is
wholly freed from exploitation. It possesses tremendous strength in
numbers and organization, with 500,000 workers organized in trade
unions, industrial confederations, trades councils and on a national
all-Ireland scale in the Irish Congress of Trade Unions. The work-
ing class has the greatest political experience of all the social forces
in Irish society. It has 'that tremendous tradition of integrity in our
national struggle that was so well summarized in the quote, men-
tioned earlier, by ]ames Connolly: 'Only the working class remains
as the incorruptible inheritors of the ffght for freedom in lreland."
As a maxim of our people's struggle, it can never be repeated often
enought

Our party bases itself primarily on this consistent revolutionary
class. In the building of the necessary united movement in our coun-
try against monopoly capitalism, our reunited party will make i,ts own
speciffc contribution. It will develop still deeper its roots in the
trade unions, the basic organizations of tlle working class.

It will still further extend its activities of a Mauist-Leninist theo-
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retical and educati,onal nature, thereby giving our working-class
organizxtisa a clearer revolutionary perspective. It will in the future,
as it has done before, help to formulate strategy for the labor move-
ment, provide ideas and policies, and will, above all, strive to unite
all the different aims of the various peoplet organizations into one
single political aim. It can and will play a major part in winning
the working class to play its leading role. In this it will be inspired
by the teachings and activities of Frederick Engels.

wfl
Frederick Engels bequeathed great and speciffc tasks and traditions

to the working people of lreland. Our national revolutionary forces
were &e ffrst recipients of the international solidarity work of the
International Working Men's Association. Therefore the principles
and. practice of international solidarity are part and parcel of the life
and work of our class and our people. An example of this was
the a,ttendance of a delegation of the Irish Congress of Trade Unions

-whieh is a non-afiliate of the World Federation of Trade Unions-
at the 50th anniversary ceremonies of the Great October Socialist
Revolution.

It was Engels who pointed out the necessi,ty for the unity in action
of the working classes of Ireland and Britain as a prerequisite for
the defeat of their common enemy-British imperialism. This tradi-
tion, and vital tash is ,being carried out today by the bi-party meet-
ings and statements of the Communist Parties of Ireland and Britain.

It was Engels, as one of the leaders of the First International,
who speciffed the need for intemational working class unity. In this
respect, it is interesting to note 'that among those who supported
Marx and Engels in the ffght against the splitting activities of the
opportunist leaders of the English trade unions and the left anarchists
Ied by Bakunin were the Irish sections of the International. It is in
this tradition that the present day Irish Communists fully endorsed
the docurnents of the 1969 Conference of Communist and Workers'
Parties.

One hundred and fffty years after the birth of Engels, and 101
years after his second and last visit to Ireland, the struggle still goes
on in our country. But as the Manifesto of the Reuniffcation Con-
gress of our Communist Party of lreland, entitled "For Unity and
Socialism,' states:

Compared with the past, in-ffnitely more advantageous condi-
tions now exist for the Irish people to march to natio=nal freedom
and to socialism. Throughout the world powerful allies exist
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whose interests are identical vrith those of the Irish people. Thuy
'are the peoples of the 14 countries of Europe, Asia and Latin
Arnerica'whb have swept capitalism aside an-d who are buitding
socialism. Together these obuntries are a powerful fore for
progress, and"with the Soviet Union-to the^fore amoPg them,
ihei are assisting the peoples of other countries ffghting for
their freedom; an? as wtll is the working class in the capitalist
countries who are ffghting for jobs, democratic rights, and op
rrosing the atternpts of the monopolies to impose wage restraints
ind #titrude lelishtion; and ai well the pieoples ii the battle
areas of the ffghtigainst imperialism and cofoniilism, t}-re-peop-les

of the former-British oolonies who are breaking free of the orbit
of imperialist power and whose struggles have contributed to
the general crisis of capitalism.

We are on the eve of important developments il Ireland as the
unity of the popular forces is being forged. In the fuhre, as in the
pastl we sha^[ te inspired by tha"t sig[rificant contribution which
Fredrick Engels made to our fight.

May his riame live for evef May international proletarian soli-
ilarity giow deeper and wider still.

. . . At the Congress of the Thfud, Communist International I
said ,that the whole world is divided into oppressed and oPpressor
nations. The oppressed nations constitute not less than seventy
per cent of the population of the earth. To these the Peace of
Versailles has added another hundred or hundred and fffty million
people.

We now stand, not only as representatives of the proletarians
of all countries but as rePresentatives of the oppressed peoples

as well. A joumal of &e Communist International recently aPPear-

ed under the title of. Narody Yostoka (Peoples of the Eost). ft
carries the following slogan issued by the Communist International
for the peoples of the East: "Workers of all countries and all
oppressed peoples, unite!" "When did the Executive Committee
give orders for slogans to be modiffed?" one of the comradi:s

asked. Indeed, I do not remember that it ever did. Of course, the
rnodification is wrong from the standpoint of the Commrunist Mani-

festo, but then the Commanist Manifesto was written under en-

tirely difierent conditions. From the point of view of present-day
politics, however, the change is correot. (V. L Lenrn, Collected
Worl*, Vol.81, pp.  5%a$.)
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Huger Garaudy and the French

fommunist Party

In the spring of L970 Roger Garaudy, until then a long-time leader
of the French Crvrnmunist Purty, was expelled from its ranks after
political and ideological diferences had placed him in opposition to
the Party.

In France the nature of these difierences and the reasons for the
exlrulsion were fairly well understood by the public. Abroad, how-
ever, especially in West Gerrnany, Great Britain and the United
States, Roger Garaudy's views beoame well known, thanks to his
own efforts and to the bourgeois cornmunications media, whereas the
views of the Communist Party &d not becorne known at all. Hence,
paradoxically, in the very yer when within France the Communist
P,arty appeared widely as a party more deeply rooted than ever in
the national and contemporary reality, outside the oountry an image
of a "sclerotii'p,arty, incapable of any new analysis, became wide-
spread.

From the point of view of intellectual honesty alone there would
already be sufficient reason for reaffirming the truth about the difier-
ences which caused the break between Garaudy and the French Com-
rnunists. But there are more profound reasons why it is important
that the Comrnunist position in ,this afiair should be lnown in a
country like the United States. Roger Garaudy's theses claim to be
the analysis of the strategy of a revolutionary party in an advanced
industrial society. As such, aside from the propaganda devoted to
them, they attract centain sectors of the population which the work-
ing class and the Cornrnunist parties of these countries consider not
as opponents but as allies to be won. It is therefore in the interest of
the progessive and revolutionary movements of these countries that
the differences between Roger Garaudy and the French Communist
Party be clearly deffned and that his position be well understood.

To begin with, it is appropriate to ,lote that Roger Garaudy's expul-
sion, as an administrative action by the French Communist Party, was
the result, in keeping with the statutes of this party and all other Com-
munist parties, of yiolations of discipline of which Garaudy was guilty,
40
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and not of the existence of difierences. The proof of this is that these

differences, known at ffrst only among Communists, then spread abroad

solely by Roger Garaudy's writings, go back several years during
which iarardy remained a member of the political bureau_of the
Party, including the period since L96B when they became mu,ch more

serious. The fact that Garaudy took Part in the preparatory discus-

sions of the Party Congress, then in the Congress itself, is proof of
this. If the Congress did not re-elect him to the 'Centra1 Committee,
that is normal for a Communist Party which did not accept his position
once the maiority decided against it. That he was not expelled from
the Party is also'normal, since the rule in Cornm'r.rnist parties is that
members rnay retain fheir point of view after a discussion, but must
act in accordance with the decisions adopted by the rnajority.

Garaudy was expelled because in the weeks following the Congress

he resorted to violent attacks on the Communist Party and the leader-
ship it had elected. And he did so with support-which he solicited-
from circles rnost hostile to the Communists.

trt is signiffcant, moreover, that in circles far'removed from the
French Communist Party Garaudy was not considered a "victint'' of
the dogmatisrn of the Cornmunists, and this in spite of ap,peals for
support of a kind which people outside of France would ffnd it diffi-
cult to ,comprehend. Alrnost the entire Cornrnunist Party had con-
demned Roger Garaudy's theses, and a certain nu'rnber of rnilitants-
one may say a large number of militants-had been demanding disci-
plinary measures {or many rnonths.

It was the Central Comrnittee of the Party which checked this im-
patience for reasons of principle. The statutes of the Party, whioh do
not speak-and rightly so-of expulsion merely because of the existence
of difierences of opinion, are a serious rnatter. And for political rea-
sons: the questions raised by the differences with Garaudy were impor-
tant both for the Party and-even more so-for the groups the Party
wants to win. It was important that the Party's position shoutrd be
not merely formal, but that it should be assimilated by all the rnili-
tants and understood even far beyond their ranks.

The discussion with Garaudy was eonsidered not merely an internal
afiair of the Party but a matter of concern to the masses. It had to
be handled with painstaking Leninist care to defeat opportunist devia-
tions not by restricting the Party's thought and action but by expand-
ing them. Finally, the French Communist Party had to convince public
opinion, always conditioned by the campaigns of the bourgeoisie on
the alleged lack of democracy among Cornmunists, that on the con-
trary the French Comrmrnist Party was setting an example of serious,
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democratic discussion while respecting its fundamental principles, to
an grrtent beyond the capacity of any other party.

Thus the Communist Party clearly anticipating that the "Garaudy
Afiair" would unleash an anti-Communist campaign, had taken away
the rnost effective weapon for such a campaign-even before it got
under way. In fact an anti-Communist campaignlaunched in the spring
of 197Q of a scope unknown since the days o,f the cold war and aimed
at isolating the Party from the new sectors of the people it was begrn-
ning to influencg was quickly put to rout. Indeed, the Communist
Prtty, by organizing hundreds of meetings on the theme "the Com-
nrunists answer all your questions," found itself taking the ofiensive
ideologically and politically. 

*
Having reviewod these events, we tum now to the essence of the

discussion, which is of primary interest to democratic opinion abroad.

Ll nngt*f*g it we shall base ourselves on Roger Garaudy's book,

Ty Crry Turrytng Point of Sociali^*.m, which alpeared in'October
1969 and is well known outside of France, beciuse this book syn-
thesizes the author's theses and carries them to their extreme, accord-
irg to his design.

Roger Garaudy's entire reasoning flows from two statements of
fact which had also been clearly noied by the Comrnunist party (we
may e-ven gy that they were frsf noted by the Party and thal Gar-

lydy benefttted to some extent frorn the party's collective thinking).
These are as follows: The advanced indusuiai countries (1) are un-
dergoing a scienuffc and tedrnological revolution and (2)'are experi-

"*crng 
rapid changes in their social structure (growfi in the ,rrriber

of technicians and intellectuals). These two statements are found in
the theses adopted by the French communist party at its lgth con-
gpTI, tlr" very one whicftr rejected Garaudyt views.

The facts are:
L. The French comnunist Party draws not only these conclusions

but also others concerning factois which circumicribe and hem in
the scientiffc and technological revolution and the social modiffcations
of French society (to speak of it alone) and place them within the
totality of a complex reality.

2. The cffnmunist Party does not mechanically make the scientiffc
and teohnologica! revolution fhe cause of social changes.

8. It does not draw the sarne political conclusions alGaraudy does,
either from the two statementi of fact which it made at the same
time as he or, even more, from his entire analysis.

Let us s64ming these difierences.
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1. Roger Garaudy reasons as though the scientiffc and tedrnolo$c{
revolutiJn (whioh,'moreover, he limits essentially to the technotro$-

cal aspect of the development of computers when it is at least as

much i revolution in the irethod of research and scientiffc reasoning)

were already greatly developed. But even in the United States only a
minor part bf-production comes'from enterprirys- whi$ h'ave under-
gorru tfrir'ievo"iution." And in France almost all branches of produe
i*ion, all enterprises, and all workers ftnd themselves in the oonditions

of the ffrst industrial revolution, and a not negligible minority in con-

ditions inherited from the period preceding the ffrst industrial levolu-
tion. Therefore it is dangerous, to say the least, for a political party
to change its policies as-if a situation existed which, it can be for+
seen, will not be reaohed for a nurnber of decades.

But, one may say, a Comrn'unist Farty is a vanguard Party, and it
must foresee the development of what is coming into being. Of course.

That is why the French Cornmunist P'arty devoted part of- the dis-

cussion at iis Congress to an examination of the s'cientiffc and techno-

logical revolution. But broad perspectives do not rnean science ffction.

Aid ,bo't u all, even admitting that the scientiffc and technolos""l
revolution will attain a very advanced point of development in rela-

tion to its present stage, the consequences which will result frorn it
will not be those foretold by Roger Garaudy.

2. In fact, Garaudy moves from the 'analysis" of a technolo$cal
phenomenon to the description of a social_realit1, nlme$-the 

-growth^in 
numbers of the strata of salaried intellectuals. (And for this de-

scription Garaudy uses the notions of Anglo-Saxon sociolog;r ald not
at all a Marxist analysis based on class concepts. He speaks of socio-

professional categories and in dealing *ith -S"P he passes-, from page

[o pag", from one app,roach according to which these intellectuals are

solely the technicianJ to another aocording to which they include all
inteliectuals, even those who will not be afiected for a long time by
the scientiffc and technological revolution, such as artists and even

teachers. )
It goes without saying that the scierrtiffc and technological revolu-

tion, as formerly the industrial revolution, will greatly afiect the char-

acter of labor poweras a use value. But it is only the revolution in
the relations of production which can fund'amentally alter labor power
as an exchange value. ]ust as the illiterate worker of the mid-I9th
century, working with the aid of the steam engine, did not cease to
be a proletarian selling his labor power, and just as he did not do so

when he attended compulsory elementary school and worked with
the gasoline engine, or when he received a technological education
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and worked with machines run by electricity, so he wifl still remain
a proletarian even if tomorrow he receives a twelve-year education,
dons a white shirt and does no rnore manual work lhan p"shi"g a
button.

And as of now, although the scientiffc and technorogical revolution
has 

_hardly_ 
touched Franc., we can see a growth in iumbers of the

intellectu,al strata, but these exhibit the cf,aracteristic of being sal-
aried intellectuals who are selling their labor power. This social con-
dition of the intellsctuals is explained by the dhanges introduced into
the.relations of 

-production by the developrnent 
"of 

state monopoly
gapitalism, which causes a certain numbi of intenectuals to pass
from independ_ent production to the category of salaried *"rli"rr,
which subdivides the labor of others, whlch'depnives thern of the
function 9f apryopnating sqplus 

_value as they w&e able to do previ
ously, and which increasingly exploits them in the rnaterial conditions
of their existence.

F*9r*, Roger Garaudy never places himself on the terrain of
political economy; he never utilizes its concepts or its analyses. It can
be said that for Garaudy relations of production do not exist. This
leads him, as we shall seg to consider as identical two workers whose
labor shows the same external technicar characteristics and to con-
clude that there is a convergence toward identity of monopoly capital-
ist and_ socialist production if their products are ob,tiined under
identical conditions of the scientiffc and technological revolution.

8. From the foregoing arise the profound politi"cal differences be-
tween Garaudy and the French communist party. At ffrst glanee there
does. not appear to be.such a greS-t differencl betweei Garaudy's
&grT, aooording to whicrh the intellectuals who are also becoming
salaried workers merge with the wage workers in an "historic bloc,Y
and that of the cornmunist party of-France, according to which the
movement of intellectuals into the ranks of wage urrr'"., constitutes
a p-henornenon of great importancq creating tJie possibility that so-
cialism can be built by a mijority coarition 6r tn"iort ing'class and
gther p-on-lonopolist strata,-in the ffrst prace the sararie? **t"rr.
In reality.Garaudy explicitry c_onceives o? the disappearance of the
yorking class as such into a ciass of sararied *orri&u, whereas the
French communists speak_ of. an alliance between the 

'working 
class

and the other non-monopolist groupings. Moreover, there are dirurr.-
tions among the latter (clerks, mana!"-eot personner and sararied
intellectuals, srnall businessmen, famiiy farm leasants). The fact is
that the workin-g class is not charact 

"Arra,.Lty Uy *ort "r, tr"irgvrage ear-ners, that is, by the s'ale of their labor power. It is also
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oharacterized by the tact that it diractly ptoduces and that lt ls

robbeil of tlmt uhich it produces.
One can speak in the same way of only a small percentage qf

engineers and technicians involved in production, which the French
Cornmunist Party considers as already forming part of the working
class. One cannot say the same of the great mass of intellectuals, in-
cluding engineers and researoh workers who are often far removed
from productlon and hence feel only one or a few aspects of the
exploi[ation which only the working class in the major industries suf-

fers in its totality. Thus only the latter, as a class, can understand
exploitation according to its rnost scientiffc analysis and struggle

against it with the rnost determined action.
The notion of an historic bloc tends to make for the disaprpearance

of the objective reality and hence of the historic leading role 
-of 

tle
working class. This tends to slow up the development of revolution-
ary consciousness among the mass of the salaried workers who are

thr:s deprived of the guidanoe provided by the working class, its
theory and its party. On the other hand, the strategy of the alliance

between the working class and the other strata makes it possible for
the working class to exercise its role fully, in the interest not only
of itself but of all the people.

The events of May-]une 196B and those which followed have con-

ffrmed this analysis. The Leftist rnovements, cornPosed of representa-

tives of newly-exploited grotr,pings which had recently entered the
struggle, sought to make the working class turn back to a pre-Marxist
ideology and practice, while on the oontrary the maintenarce and

develop'rnent of 'an independent role of the working class_ and of its
party in May 1968, and in the period that followed, accelerated the
growth of consciousness of these groupings.
That is why the French Co'rnmunist Party rejected the new concept

of the Party which Garaudy proposed, and not without logic. From
the historic bloc stems a Comrnunist party not of the working class

but of the historic bloc; from the party of the historic bloc stems a

pluralist ideology and not a scientiffc Marxist-Leninist theory (Ga-
iaudy proposed to abandon all reference to dialectical and historical
materiilism and even to all philosophy in the deffrrition of a Com-

munist party). On the part of this new party he calls for the aban-

donrnent of the principle of democratic centralism in favor of an

organization of a social-dem,ocratic type. Moreover, this deffnition of
the'historic bloc" and of its party led Garaudy to reject as outmoded
the political alliance between the Communist Party and the other
parties of the Left which are considered (again not without logic)
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as outmoded. This alliance is the political line of the French com-
rnunist Pa4y- and arises from an analysis of the possibilities of an
alliance of all the social strata 

-r"pr".errt"d by the ^communist parry
and the other parties of the Left.-

Finally, from the theory of fie technological and economic conver-
gence of socialism and capitalism, indepenEently of the economic and
social systems, there flowi for Garaudj, the proposition that his new
Communist. p"ty- requires no parriciar rotiairity with the Com-
T"ryt parties of the socialist countries, in particular wth the comnru-
nist Party of the soviet union. Garaudy plices in the forefront, out of
context, the errors committed by these paiti"r, neglecting the historical
conditions which in part explain them. on the olher hand he praises,
in a most incredible fashiJn, the American "pioneer spirit'; irra it.
orrp"rty to take hold of the scientiffc and tJchnologi&l revolution
3"1 "I_":, 

in large_ rneasure, American democracy. Iideed, he stops
just at the point yhele o-ne expects him to ,ry thrt basicaliy capita^l_
ism conceals within itself more possibirities ihan socialisna as it is

]:d."f, t9 pass t9 thal which Gaiaudy calls socialir*, thrt is, to a
highly developed and "democratic" society where there is never a
question of the transfer of ownership of ths means of production from
one class to another.

In,this p oiected _development there is never a question of im_
perialism, neither of 

-the 
Leninist theory of imperialism nor of the

present-day reality of imperialism. It rnay be ,iia tnrt what is in-
volved is a return to social-democratic ideology which denies the
existence of the class struggle on the internati6nal level and which
consider-s_imperialism a.s a-regrettable error which capitalism will
be-oapable of revising by it 6wn choice. 

-(Garaudy airoiU", 
""rywell the international contradictions, but only those il"r*"* th" ,i"t

and the poor counbies, between those crose to the scientiffc and
tectrnological revolution and those remote from it. This is irr" r."rurt
technocratic thesis aocording to which the u.s.A. and the u.s.s.R.
meet each other within imllerialism.

***
We cann-ot deny the great coherence in Garaudyt thinking if we

once grant his p-remises. But we oan deny that such thought ha"s muchin comrnon with the theory and practice of the Frencf; communist
Party or any relationship with ,eaiity either in France or on a worrd
scale.

Withoulminimizing-the importance of personal factors, such as a
"u*r, giddiness which tookhord of Gariudy as a,esn:Ii oi-uu tt"
p,,blicity tendered to him, or hasty and not ..rlry,oop*lorr, *rthods
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of work (which led him to write very huriedly about subiects with
which he was not very familiar and without noting that h9 was rrov-
ing from hypothesis to affirmation), we can ffnd the roots of Garaudy's

th6ught lri- t ir increasing reiection of materialism. There is an

explicit rejection of fialectical rnaterialism, whi{r Garaudy has sought

oui" 
" 

number of years to merge with an ideology of transcendence,

religi,ous or other. There is a ndn-historical interpretation of historical
*ri-"riulirrr, which conceals the relations between the technical level

of the whole of society and the political and ideological level. We

believe that his total ignorance- and even imperviousness to all

political eoonomy led Garaud/, when he stopped participating r_og-

irlarly in the life of tJre Party (a period of several years), to develop

in a purely intellectual manner a non-Marxist line of reasoning against

which, up to that point, practice had been a counterweight.
Whateieunay 6e the-case concerning these explanations, which

always remain l*guly hypothetical, we can say that Garaudyt in-
fluence-always very weak in the inner life of the French communist
Puty-lro, been defemeil with rega"rd to the dtem,Pt to corciliate the
theory ond yraaice of a uorking'class Cornru.mist parry udth tlw
techiacratic'tlwses and the ideologE of conoergenca of the social

systems, This is also true outside the Party among those people who
wished sometimes with good intentions, to efiect such a conciliation.

Naturally, this does not mean that there are not lmpottant grgtrP
ings on tn" f-ett which rernain close to Garaudy's thought, which is

qtite understandable. But things are clearer and hence the ideologi-
&l battte against him has become easier, because the French Commu-

nist Parly has shown that it will not yield to this tendency, that it
stands as a rock of resistance against this new form of utopian social-

ism, and that it has developed a more fruidul analysis of reality.

If we are to conduct an effective struggle, we in the Party must

not confuse radicalization, militancy, ttre radical, militant ffghting
spirit which refuses to accept the status quo, with petty-bourgeois

radicalism- with anarchism. One is a healthy rebellion on which
the revolutionary movement builds. The other is an attempt to
misdirect the militancy into anti-working class channels. (Gus HaIl,
Ttw Path to Reoolution, New Outlook Publishers, 1968.)
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Blaming the Victim

Exploitative social systems require and therefore produce rationali-
zations. The systems are oppressive; hence they face'resistance. Eoon-
omiq governmental and violent devices are used to stymie or break
the resistance; those who resist also use varied. means. And those who
rule and those who are ruled. deverop respective and conflicting ide-
oJogie,s. Justice is on the side of tt 

" oppneJsed; as a 
"o"r"qrr;"o tlrui,

tlought-systems are inffnitely *oru r"i"'rorrable and mote tiuthful than
the ,oppressors.

There ar", really, only two outlooks deveroped over the centuries by
parasitic ruling 

_classes to explicate and to ;justify'' their orders and
these two actually are one 3n$e1 varying goir"r, ihe theological and
the secular. The ffrst ascribed the existence of social injusiice and
massive su$erin-g to 'God's (rnore or less inscrutable) wiIl,, usually
ornamented with versions 

_of 
'lorigrnal sin" and the resulting injustice

being.such only to the imperfect understanding of merE rnortals;
actually-it was normally insisted-what existed rias punishrnent and
not injustice at all. The second ascribed the existen-ce of social in-
justice and mass sufiering to Naturq hording that there were inferior
and sLFenor peoples (engaged, the fable iormally eontinued, in a"struggle for survival"), which conditions of inferioiity and of superi-
ority 

-showed 
themselves, in the reality of socio-econornic elites, or

hagpil/-endowed national entities or biologica[y-favored racial units.

- The theological retains considerable ,potency-not least in the united
states; but our age is a secular one and tLerefore it is arguments
within that category which have been most often invoked duiing the
past century.

ln that category, the three dominant types-described above-have
suffered severe blows. That the rich weie so because of s*perior
mental or ethical endowment received fferce-perhaps nearly fatal-
blows with such social catastrophes as two world wars and the
Great Depression-catastrophes which no one, not even the late west-
brool< Feglel olthe still-functioning william Buckley, could seriously
ascribe to the Poor. And to add insult to injury came the outbreair
of the Bolshevik Revolution, the persistence of the state it created
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and the transforming thereafter of an increasing number of elitist
societies.

The concept of a nationally-identiffed elite-feeding upon, as it
distorts, the sense of love of homeland--+emains powerful. Even here,
however, the defeat of the ,ultimate expression of this nationalistic
pathologyJascism-in World Wlar II, with the decisive element in
that defeat being the then only socialist statg has weakened its per-
suasiveness. At the same time, the insistence upon a wider internation-
alism, in no way oontradictory to genuine love of one's own nation,
which is so integral a part of Marxis,m-Leninism, seriously challenges
tho hegemony of this distressed and battered nationalistic elitism.

There remains the idea of biologically-favored racial units-,rracism.
The ffrst blows to this poison came from its victirns; it is their
resistance which rernains the fundamental component of racism's chal-
lenge. Also, the objective interest of the working masses-quite apart
from their color and/or race-and the organized embodiment of that
interest in the world-wide Cornmunist movement joined with and be-
came inseparable from the direct victims' own resistanoe. Hence, ab
solutely basic to Manism-Leninism-at its heart in ter.ms of its being
the Marxism of the twentieth century-was the combining of the
struggles against colonialism, against racism and against capitalism-
imperialism into one vast global effort at human anancirpation.

A signiffcant ideological expression of this historic challenge to
elitism and racism was the scientiffc refutation, in anthropology, an-
atomy, psychology and history, of racismis content; again, tle reali-
ties of fascism and the struggle against it were underpinnings of the
ideolo$cal contest. In the face of this, the rnain apologia for racist
conditions could no longer be old-fashioned racism; it became rather
the Myrdalian-Moynihan-Banffeld idea which, in fact, blamed impov-
erishment upon the poor.

There are speciffc differences in the various proponents of the idea

-one may be liberal, another Social-Democratic, another an adviser
to Nixon-but they are as one in terms of the essence of the idea and
that essence is as old as class rule-i.e., those who rule are indeed
superior to those ruled, and the subjugated ones are in that condi-
tion because they are in fact of lesser meri! they are, really, poor,
in the sense of lacking merit and therefore, basically, they also aro
poor in the sense of being short of wealth.{

*.See the present writer's critique of Professor Edward C. Banfield, and
sources cited therein, in Political Affai,rs, Deeember 1970. Also, see J.
Winter, ed., The Poor: A Culttne of Pooerta or a Pouertgl of Culture?
Eerdmans Publishers, Grantl Rapids, Michigan, 1971.
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The foregoing paragraphs help illuminate, I hope, the great
importance of the recently-published book, Blnming The Victim,
(Pantheon, New York, 1971, $6.95) by William Ryan, formerly on
the staffs of the Harvard and then the Yale Medical Schools and
now chairman of the psychology department at Boston College.

Three quotations will give the reader a sense of Professor Ryan's
vibrant style as well as the thesis of his book:

The generic process of Blaming the Victim is applied to almost
every American problem. The miserable health care of the poor is
explained away on the grounds that the victim has poor motiva-
tion and lacks health information. The problems of slum housing
are traced to the characteristics of tenants. . . . The "multiproblem"
poor, it is claimed, suffer the psychological effects of impoverish-
ment, the "culture of poverty," and tlle deviant value system of the
lower classes; consequently, though unwittingly, they cause their
own troubles. (Pp.  -5.)

The new ideology [really, not new at all-H.A.] attributes defect
and inadequacy to the malignant nature of poverty, injusticg slum
life, and racial difficulties. The stigma that marks the victim and
accounts for his victimization is an acquired stigma, a stigma of
social, rather than genetic, origin. But the stigma, the defect, the
fatal difference-though derived in the past from environmental
forces-is located within the victim. . . . It is a ibrilliant ideology
for justifying a perverse form of social control designed to change,
not society, as one might expect, but rather society's victim. (P. 7.)

And in the introduction, Professor Ryan states: "My purpose is,
ffrst, to persuade tlte reader that many of his friends and neighbors-
and perhaps even he himself-have been tricked into believing many
lies and, second, to provide him with a viewpoint and a method of
analysis that can armor him against future tricks and future lies."

The body of the book argues the viewpoint and demonstrates the
method rather well; description is excellen! analysis sparse and only
fair, prescription quite sparse and on the whole weak. But the main
body of the book describes the technique of Blaming the Victim
in area after area of society-in education, in health, in housing, in
welfare, in what is well called "the administration of injustice." I
lrrow of no other book that does this so completeln and so per-
suasively.

Analysis is weak because it depends on such ideas as people being
'tricked" into believing lies; or that'insidious forces" somehow 'have
already pre-shaped the channels of thought."

BLIMING IHE VICIIM !t
Professor Ryan, no doubt because of his own training, tends to

psycholo$ze the corning into being and the dominance of Blaming
the Victim ideology; and he makes clear that he is using the term,
ideology, in the sense not of Marx but of Mannheim-who insisted
that ideology derived from 'tystematically motivated, but uni.ntended,
distortions of reality," and held to a "collective unconscious" rooted
in a desire to maintain the status quo. The question of intention
is moot and is irrelevant in any social sense; and the concept of a
"collective unconscious" is not only extremely vague but also tends
towards the subjective and the idealist and therefore away from ttre
objectivo and the materialist-away from the scientiffc. Furthermore,
in terms of action, in terms of program and of social struggle, it is
not easy to see how one overcomes a "collective unconscious." I
cgltainly do not mean to be unkind-least of all to so vigorous and
effective and honest a writer as William Ryan-but I cannot help
wondering if this consideration is not gerrnane to the "in" quality of
Mannheim in "free world" academic circles}

There is another passage in Ryant book-again, quite character-
istic-which perhaps more clearly will show the rather idealist nature
of his analysis. He writes:

And ttrose who buy this solution [of blaming the victim] with a
sigh of relief are inevitably blinding themselvei to the basit causes
of the problems being addressed [which basic causes are never
exp-osed T-tlir book]. They are, most crucially, rejecting the pos-
sibility of blaming, not the victims, but themielves. ThEv arJ ,U
unconsciously passing judgment on themselves and brineing in a
unanimous verdict of Not Guilty. (P. 28.)

Here, we again have the question of conscious or unconscious-
which so concerns Professor Ryan-but the main trouble in this
passage is tlat the point is not blame upon tlis or that person and
not a question of who passes judgment upon this or that individual
or group. Furthermore, those who '"buy" this explanation-the teachers
and social workers, etc., whom Ryan has in mind-are not to ..blameo

in any signiffcant-that is, social-sense. That they have been mis-
educated is a start towards analysis; and with that start comes the
further questions of why were they miseducated, why is it so easy
to, accept such miseducation, and who controls the system of mis-
education and why is it such a system and not one of enlightenment,
of real education? *s*

The Marxian analysis forces a d.ealing with these fundamental
questions. It insists upon the ruling-class origins and functions of
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dominant ideologies; it shows these to be superstructural and with
this understanding of origins one has not reduced signiffcauce but
rather intensiffed the capacity to effectively combat such ideologies
in both a day-to-day manner and in the long-range way.

In this connection, Ryan performs an important seryice in cutting
through the verbiage of the "culture-of-poverty school" and the
double-talk of dominant sociology by insisting that 'poverty is pri-
marily an absence of money." Still, he tends to leave it at that level;
deeper is the fact that poverty is not merely an absence of money;
it is alsothe result of exploitation. That is, poverty may be deffned
in a negative sense-like saying freedom is an absence of restraint;
but it needs deffning in a positive way if it is to be adequately
overcome and that positive approach is to see poverty as the socially-
induced cruciffxion of millions of people as a result of an exploitative
social order. Referring to poverty as the absence of money is better
than calling it some kind of "culture" fowing from the immutable
'hature" of poor people; but it is not yet a radical analysis of the
phenomenon. One is reminded of those who refer to the colonial
world as being "underdeveloped." Yes, that world is underdeveloped,
but that is purely a descriptive term and therefore only partially
illuminating. The colonial world is the over-exploited portion of the
globe and therefore it is underdeveloped; no wonder the New York
Times and Harvard prefer the term, "underdeveloped"l

In a programmatic sense, something of the weakness of Ryant
analysis appears when he deals wlth the most sensitive and most il-
luminating question in the United States, namely, the position of its
Black population. Here he is worlds apart from and better than the
Banffelds and the Moynihans but he still does not grasp the organic
quality of the oppression of the Afro-American people and therefore
he does not see the fundamentally revolutionary naftire of their
tlrrust to destroy racism. He thinks that the goals 'bf the great
majority of blacla seem to be still attainable within a framework of
reforms of present institutions, and they do not have revolutionary
implications." Hence he feels that to consider the ghetto uprisings
of the recent past-and here he mentions my own analysis of the
Watts uprising, published in this magazine five years ago-as "revo-
lutionary-in the sense of being aimed at the destruction or over-
throw of maior social or economic institutions" is an error (Pp. 2L2,
228). But those uprisings were aimed towards, and the whole point
of the Black liberation movement is to achieve the elimination of
racism, to eliminate in particular the superexploitation of, an oppressed,
people who, simultaneously, constitute twenty per eent of the nation's
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working class. In the United states, racism b of tha rurtute of the

socinl order; hence, a movement which see}s to extirpate racism

within the ilnited States (keeping in mind, also, all that the United

States means internationally) is a revolutionaly movement; is part

of the struggle to qualitatively transform the character of the U.S.

social orderl-The national, tle racial and the class combine in this

struggle-in the bastion of the system of imperialism; if that is not

revolutionary, nothing is.
Professor Ryao, in producing Bla,ming the Victim, has given pro-

gressive forces in the United States a penetrating and_ exciting anti-

dote to dominant reactionary ideology. Holding the book in very high

esteem, I have sought to make clear some points of disagreement;

the important fact remains, however, that this book is the most

inclusive refutation of a potent sector of ruling-class propaganda in-
fecting in particula" r"th"" liberal circles. I hope for it, therefore,

the widest possible distribution.
March 3, 1971

The notion has been widely propagated in this country that if'
anyone is poor or unemployed it is because there is something

wrong with him. . . .

In i,ts cmdest version it takes the form of the slanderous allega-
tion that the poor and the iobless are the lazy and the shifd_ess.

This version iJ today part of the arsenal of the ultra-Right and its
standard-bearer Barry Goldwator. Typical of his views are such

pronouncements as these:

"I'm tired of professional chiselers walking up and down the
streets who don't work and have no intention of working." (Nero

York Times, July 19, 1961.)

*The fact is that most people who have no skills have no educa-

tion for the same reason-low intelligence or low ambition." (Ner.o

YorkTimes, January 16, 19&1.)

(Hyman Lumer, Pooertg: lts Roots and, its Future,International
Publishers, New York, 1965, pp. 13-14.)
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Steigerwald on the Frankfort Schonl

Although it is hard to disagree
with much of Robert Steigerwald,s
own "critical attitude,, toward
Marcuse, it seems to me that his
article* is at best one-sided.

It is interesting that Ste,iger-
wald, despite cataloguing the
Frankfort school ,at great length
never mentions Franz Neumann
once. Neumann illumdnates, how-
ever, many of the strengths and
weaknesses of the entire grouping:.

Certainly it is impossible for
anyone who wants to gain an un_
derstanding, in a factual, statisti-
cal and concrete way, of what fas-
cism is, to do so without reading
Neumann's Behem,oth. I tend to
think that those who, for example,
read only Dimitrov's books are
missing the actual reality behind
them without a cornparison to
Neumann.

Yet certainly Neumann, insofar
ag he characterizes ,,western dem-
ocracy" as the main antagonist to
fascism, belies his own analysis,
namely of fascism developing of
necessity out of monopoly capital-
ism.

There is a more senious objec-
tion in my mind to Steigerwald,

ffiur Rernarks on a (Critical
T-h-e-ory,'" Political Af fai,rs, August
1970.
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however, than that he merely op-
poses Marcuse with Marx rather
than showing the very inconsis-
tencies ,in Marcuse's work, often
incompatible with his ..Marxist,,
assumptions.

The more ser,ious objection is
that of misunderstanding the so-
cial climate within which Mar-
cuse's work first gained dominance
of a sort on the New Lef,t, and
has since lost it. The years when
Marcuse was first most popular
among the "critical intellectuals,,
here were the years of passage out
of the period of the .,End of Ide-
ology."

The popularity of Marcuse re-
presents not only a sort of mag-
netic petty-bourgeois attraction,
but also the beginning of an intel-
lectual movement toward Marx-
ism, which admittedly often ended
up only in Marxology. It is most
indicative and gratifying to note
of bourgeois ideology that it can-
not now survive in any way with-
out the eontinuous infusion into
itself of Marxist conceptions. So-
cial scienee, humanities aud even
aesthetics, and often the natural
sciences too, find inereasingly that
they must continually recombine
with Marxism in order to retain
any validity at all.

TIIE FNANBFONT SCHOOL

Ilre do not abantlon our argu-
mentation and polemicizing with
those who undertake these "revi-
gisng"-snd these are very differ-
ent from the t'revisions" taken in
theory and practice by those who
actually lead the working class
movementn But we must also point
out their positive aspect; we can
show their own refusal to accept
the logic of their positions. fn
short in order to advance the
movement ! But we must also point
tique" and not merely a polemic
of such movements.

Steigerwald is also rather coy
in raising the question that "some
sociologists" dispute that students
are a t'pre-bourgeoisie" and call
thern a "pre-proletariat." It is coy
because it is a question raised
which has rather importiant mean-
ing, and then merely dropped, as
with a sly wink that we all know
the answer. Workers, some sociol-
ogists allege, are reactionary; I
have never seen the press of this
Party fail to deal concretely with
that question, why then always so

frailly with the question of stu-
dents?

I think a rather g,ood case can
be made that students are in fact
a part of the working class, a new
part now in the process of forma-
tion, and a part whose whole devel-
opment awaits a socialist transfor-
mation when mental and manual
labor are no longer a dichotomy.
Certainly, I ttoubt the practical
work of study which would be nec-
essary to solve such a question has
been undertaken.

If such were the case, ho\ry€ver,
then again the question of Mar-
euse and others would have to be
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taken in a difrerent and somewhat
more positive light, as part of a

rnovement away from wholesale
surrender to bourgeois ideology, a
movement which could finally be
won, and is in fact being won to
scientific socialism.

In this regard, I would recorn-
mend a short statement by Gram-
sci; speaking of Benedetto Croce
and his noted and marked revi-
sionist influence, he writes:

This represents essentially a re-
action to "economism" and to me-
chanisitic fatalism, nevertheless
presenting itself as a destructive
negation (superomento=overcom-
ing or negation--G.E.) of Marx-
ism. Even in the judgernent of
Crocian philosophy is the tenet
that a philosophical current must
be judsed not for what it pretends
to be but for what it really is and
how it manifests itself concretely.

For Marxis;m, too, this very
speculative method is not futile,
hut has been fertile . . . ibringing
forbh coneepts that Marxism in-
corporates into itself (the dialee-
tie, for example). . . . That it is
not "futile" is shown by that con-
ternporary of Croce's, L,enin, who
has in opposition to diverse "econ-
omist" tendencies developed on the
terrain of struggle and political
organisation new political values
and constructecl the doctrine of
hegemony as the complernent of
his theory of the state. (il

Materi,ali.sm Storico a la Filosofia
di, Benedetto Croce, Gitiio Einaudi,
Torino, 1966 p.201.)

One might eYen say of Marcuse,
not only that we can cite a dozen
soeialist revolutions, but that wo
ean cite "a eontemporary of his,"
Gramsci (among others) who has
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shoffrn not only abstractly but con-
cretely that negation is not merely
a negative phenomenon, but inso-
far as it represents an overcoming
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of the old, is a positive phenom-
enon, both philosophically and on
the ,terrain of ideology and politi-
cal organization.

A Heply to Ellis

fn response to the critique of
Gordon Ellis, I would like to go
directly to the problems which he
raised:

1. The title which I ori,ginaltU
ehose for the article was .,A sub-
jective idealist drive against
Marxism-Leninism.', The explana-
tory subtitle "Critical remarks
about a 'Critical Theory, of the
so-called Frankfort School,, was
chosen for the title by the Moscow
editorial office and slightly con-
densed for the reader who is not
primarily interested in philoso-
phy. This is legitimate. This new
title does not give the impression
that I wanted to evaluate the
ushole Frankfort school in a rela-
tively short article. However the
original title indicated the Iimits
of the topic to philosophical as-
pects. With this in mind I dealt
accordingly with several social
and historical-intellectual sources
of the Frankfort school which
generally are not given much at
tention, yet, they are useful to
explain the position between the
fronts. On the other hand, I could
exclude a few aspects of the effect
of some members of the Frank-
fort sehool not alone beeause of
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the clearly outlined theme of the
topic. For this reason I did not
write about Pollock's econornic
concepts. I also left out Franz
Neumann, who first discovered
the Frankfort School in the USA
in 1936. By this time the basic
views criticized in my article were
already developed and they can be
explained wi,thout Neumann,s in-
fluence.

The deletions which I men-
tioned were left out because the
Frankfort School is, as presently
operative, predominantly active in
philosophical, sociological-in a
sense of a social theory separated
from political economy-and cul-
tural-critical areas. However in
recent years this school increas-
ingly developed a subjective-ideal-
ist theory based on instinct-struc-
ture which elaim.q to be Marxist
but is not philosophically, theoret-
ically and methodologically con-
sistent with that claim. Even
those few economic coneepts
which are expressed, attack the
fundamental theses of Marxist
economics (theory of value, etc.).
The school's menobers log:ically
draw anti-Marxist conclusions
about the political potential, sf,rat-
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egy and tactics of the class
struggle.

2. All the larger interpretive
essays which have recently ap-
peared about the Frankfort
School, especially the analyses of
the school's leaders, who hew to
its line, are exclusively oriented
to the standpoint indicated in my
artiele. Thus, in a representative
cross-section of these writings,
Franz Neumann is not mentioned
once. I think this is just

The Federal Republic has had
an intensive discussion on fascism
for years in which all significant
tendencies have participated. All
relevant international texts are
available in German. However, in
spite of the open sympathy for the
Frankfort School by such large
publishers as Suhrkamp, Luchter-
hand and Europiiische Yerlagsan-
stalt, and while they translated
articles of Franz Neumann, they
did not translate his Behem,oth.
His theoretical level is not high
enough. His work on the problem
of fascism is far less adequate
than that of the VII World Con-
gress of the Comintera.

Dimitrov's definition of fascism
does not embrace oJZ fascist phe-
nomena, but this is to be expected
of definitions. Nevertheless, these
definitions deal with essential
characteristics of fascism. Franz
Neunaann strongly presents the
forms of expression of fascism
and points out the many factors
which favor it.

But first of all, the YII World
Congress speaks far more con-
cretely than the definition can in-
clude. Second, the very meager at-
tempts at a definition by Brody,
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Neumann and Marcuse are far
less exact. One can compare Mar-
cuse's summary at the end of
"Reason and Revolution." Mar-
cuse writes, "The roots of fas-
cism" lie aceordingly in the con-
tradiction "betrreen the growing
industrial monopolization and the
democratic system." In the first
place it is not only a question of
industrial but rather of finance
capital. Second, there are specific
forces within monopoly capital,
'i,.e., lhe most reactionary and ag-
gressive ones, which inaugurate
fascism. Third, what is meant by
"democratic system?" And why
doeri it contradict the needs of
monopoly capitalism? Whence
comes the "Europeanisation" of
the problern in Marcuse's text,
which rests on Neumann? This
shows how superfcial the en-
tire analysis ig, even for the
Frankfort School today. How-
ever, on the basis of the mis-
takes of thei,r analyses of fascism,
they conclude that Marxism is
faulty, that is, not Marxism as the
Frankfort school interprets it,
but that of the Communist rnove-
ment. The Frankfort Sehool ad-
herents blame others for their
own mistakes. In any case, Franz
Neumann does not grasp the es-
sence of the complexity of fas-
cism. This is impossible with
his method, which concentrates
essentially on the phenomena of
the superstructure, and, instead
of using clear concepts, borrows
from myths. He also showed his
lack of understanding in practice
while active in the U.S. military
goverrrment in Germany.

3. The reasons why the oppo-
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sition of Left intellectuals orients
itself on Marcuse are thoroughly
dealt with in my book Herbert
Marcuse;s "Drittet'' Weg (Akad*
mie-Verlag, Berlin/DDR, 1969;
Pahl-Rugenstein-Yerlag, Kiiln ; and
abridged in "Peace, Freedorn and
Socialism," No. 8, 1969.) This
last article, the one criticized, and
rny book all appeared in the
USSR, therefore I did not want to
repeat myself.

4. f agree with the author of
the critique to some extent and
with the view that Marcuse's
claim to be a Marxist should not
be recognized. Unfortunately, this
claim is taken seriously by too
rnany. That is why I had to elabo-
rate on this contradiction. In ad-
dition, the collection of articles in
New Left on Herbert Marcu,se
(Herder & Herder, New York,
1970) shows that the "New', Left
merely claimed, to have departed
from the Frankfort School, where.
as their theory does not indicate
this.

I agree with Mr. Ellis that the
ideological educational process of
the "New" Left ends with Marx-
ology. But more is involved:
The deep-lying anti-Communism,
whose core is anti-sovietism, has
not been overco,me. This makes it
easy for the "New" Left to movet'Left" in such a way as to bypass
Marxism-Leninism. They remain
captives of the system. Such foun-
dations make partial adaptions of
Marxist and Leninist theses and
their inclusion in anti-Marxist
overall concepts possible. This is
useful for the defense of the sys-
tem by means of a "Left', anti-
Communism.
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IVhat is sad about this is the
good conscience of these anti-Com-
munists; they regard therrnselves
as genuine Communists. Modern
revisionism, which partially bases
itself on this, has nothing to do
with ordinary social-democratic
opportunism of our day, as Mr.
Ellis correcUy says. But revision-
ism in contrast with pragnnatic
opportunism always appeared in
the name of Marxisrn and for that
reason must be openly and di-
rectly compared with Marxism.

6. As to the question of the
pre-froletariat or the pre-bour-
geoisie, there has been an inter-
esting discussion among Marxists
for many years as the larger
question of the concept of the
proletariat. Heinz Jung summa-
rized the main results of the dis-
cussion in the magazine The
Argunoent, Berlin-West, No. 21.
In my short article f could not
go into this; however, I think
that the students cannot simply be
added to the working class. It is
necessary Lo analyze thoroughly
their ideological educational proc-
ess. f touched on this in rny book
on Marcuse, but I am not satisfied
with it.

Essentially what is involved, is
an ideology which is most closely
described by the term "petty
bourgeois," On the one hand it in-
cludes the strong point of the
criticism of eapitalism by the
petty bourgeoisie, which Marx
and Engels dealt with in the Com-
m,unist Maruifesto. But on the
other hand, Marx and Engels also
pointed out there that the petty
bourgeoisie is weak in its con-
structive efforts and even par-
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tially reactionary. Their stand-
point with regard to the question
of political power and to the ques-
tion of organization, among oth-
ers, is formal and abstract, and is
commonly directed against power
or organization "as such." Or, as
the case may be, they reject cer-
tain specific forms of struggle and
organization "as such," so that
here as well as in their explana-
tion of social problems through a
biological instinct-structure, the
typical petty+6urgsois standpoint

tt
breaks through and culminates in
the "third" way and its goals.

In any case, on the basis of a
complete analysis of Marcuge'g
work and influence, I evaluate his
role in this ideological educational
process obviously Iess positively
than Mr. Ellis. One must not only
assess Marcuse's few years from
1964-1968, although I must admit
that Marcuse should not be evalu-
ated and treated as an ideologist
of reaction. But this I did not do.

0n [riticism of Marcuse

Ellis believes Steigerwald's piece
on Marcuse and others of the
Fnankfort school (Political, Af -
fai,rs, Aagust 1970) is "at best
one-sided." I think the Steigerwald
article is one of the best I've seen
on Marcuse frorn the po,int of view
of both depth and balance. At is-
sue here is not a difference over
"balance" but a difference over
estimate of Marcusianism, its
meaning .and objective role in the
movement.

Ellis besins with some com-
ments on Franz Neumann. I'm not
sure what he has in mind with
these remarks except perhaps to
set the bas,is for his proposal that
we undertake a "critique" of Mar-
cuse rather than a "polemic"
against hirn. I will comment on
this central idea of Gordon's later.
Ellis goes on to say that Steiger-
wald misunderstands the "social
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climate within which Marcuse's
work first gained dominance of a
sort in the New Left. . . ." Stei-
gerwald does not see the posi:tive
role of Marcuse among the intel-
Iectuals, it is charged. But Iisten
to Steigerwald:

. [tho Franldort schooU has
done much to awaken in the social
g'roups under its influence, includ-
ing part of the student youth, a
critical attitude towands conternpo-
rary capitalist society, thereby ob-
jectively help ng to break down
the barriers impeding the spread
of Marxist itleas. In its critieism
of capitalist culture and in some
other spheres it has raised ques-
tions that hold the attention of the
lWarxists as well. All this is to
the credit of the school.

Nowhere does Ellis actually for-
mulate a differing estimate that
we can oontrast with Steiger-
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wald's. He says only that Mar-
euse's popularity refleeted "the be-
ginning of an intellectual rnove-
ment to'uaards Marxism." Perhaps
the hair.sptritters among us could
cou,ld find a significant difference
between this estimate and Steiger-
wald's quote above but I think
Steigerwald would not feel uncom-
fortable with Ellis' phrasing
here.

But Steigerwald continues his
estimate with the negative side of
the balance sheet:

But at the sarne time its misin-
terpretation of Marxism a,rd its
negative attitude towands social-
ism and the working class move-
ment have cau,sed a great deal of
harm, bred hostility towards the
workers' organized class struggle
and socialist organization in gen-
eral, fostered opposition to united
anti-imperialist and democratic ac-
tion, helped to revive anarchistic
principles and rnethods of struggle
and to build up anarchistic groups.

f am in full agreement with
Steigerwald here. If anything I
would say that if he were writing
specifically on the U.S. scene he
would have to have been even mor"e
sharply cr,itical. In the U.S. Mar-
cuse's popularity initially helped
"break down barriers" to the
spread of lVlarxism, as Steigerwald
contends. However Marcuse's in-
fluen@, in its specifi,c politi,cal
mnnifestatinns, very rapidly
turned into its opposite, erecting
new barriers to the further shift
among young activists to scientific
socialism. The first systematic in-
troduction of Marcuse into Stu-
dents for a Democratic Society
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came through Greg Calvert's the-
sis on the "new working-class"
and "neo-capitalisrn" in mid-1967.
The dominant, strategic thinking
up to this point in SDS history
was the concept of building "an in-
terracial movement of the poor
(consciously avoiding the question
of the working class) around the
issue of "powerlessness in the
community." Further the domi-
nant group in SDS believed that
theory would arise from practice
(or "praxis" to use their term).
Thus we can say that Marcusian
concepts, via Calvert, concretely in
SDS, represented a movement to-
wards the working class onlg ,in a
m,ost general sense, and a move-
ment towards ideology, again in
g:eneral.

But how much of a shift was
this really? In truth the Calvert
line and grouping very rapidly be-
oame a drag on the fuller develop-
ment within SDS of an under-
standing of the working class
whieh the May events in France,
1968, forced to the fore. At the
March SDS National Council
meeting, held in Austin in 1969,
the rnain sections of the organiza-
tion were in one or another way
d,iscuss,ing the building of a dis-
ciplined, small c, communist or-
ganization to devetrop among the
workers while a srnall Calvert
group was off on the side issuing
pitiful appeals for "libertarian
politics" and dire warnings
against the dangers of "discipline"
and "centralism."

Recent history provides us with
further proof of the negative
aspects of Marcuse's influence.
Marcusian thinking led directly to
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an elitist disdain among SDS ac-
tivists for a mass approach and
mess politics resulting in the ir-
reparable estrangement of the
SDS from the mass of students it
had fornrerly influenced and led.
This was a key factor (although
not the only one) which led to
SDS'g demise. There is a direct
link between the dead-endedness
of Marcuse's specific political in-
fluence and the apolitieal "life-
style revolutionaries" and assorted
Weatherman-type anarchist cells
whioh make up the wasteland that
has replaced the former SDS
movement.

Ellis faults Steigerwald for
raising the question of students'
class position in modern capitalist
countries and then dropping it
without discussion. Perhaps Stei-
gerwald could have elaborated on
it further. The thrust of his com-
ments, however, is unmistakable.
He is saying: that with state mon-
opoly capitalism's continuing
"transformation of science into a
direct productive force" students
are beginning to experience a pro-
letarianization of their conditions.
But it is my view that many take
this fact through a tortured reas-
oning process that can be summar-
ized something like this: students
are becoming workers; workers
can be won to scientific socialism;
therefore the movement of stu-
dents away from bourgeois ideol-
ogy is automatically a movement
towards scientific socialism. Ellis'
comments on this score reflect
this thinking.

We know of course that even
workers do not come automaticallY
to scientific socialism. The strug-
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gle for Marxism among students
is infinitely more difficult and Pro'
tracted, however "pre-proletarian"
they may objectively be. Steiger-
wald mentions the problern of so-
cial background and mentality in
this connection. I would add to
this the facrt that even students
from working-class backgrounds
(perhaps especially these stu-
dents) are in colleges today for
one purpose only: to Lrl to es€ape

the life of the blue oollar worker.
(I cannot remember any more how
many times I heard in my own
home the refrain, "You're not go-
ing to get stuck in a machine shoP
like your father did.") In fact
much of the rad,ical upsurge
among students has been a r@c-
tion to the shattering of the PettY
bourgeois dream that college was
a ticket to "independence," "free-
dom" and "autonomy." Marcusian
thinking caught hold among Pre-
cisely those students who were in
f.act fr,ghti.ng the proletarianiza-
tion of their condition (represent-
ed by "Big:ness" and "impersonal
bureaucracy," etc.) and struggling
to realize this lost dream. This
m.akes the fight for a consistent
working-class outlook so much the
harder amonE these youth.

Ellis's central proposal is that
we undertake a "critique" of the
"internal inconsistencies" in Mar-
cus€ rather than a Polem'ic against
him. He gives us a long quote
from Gramsci to support his argu-
ment on this score. While I am
not sure what specifically he sees
,in the Gramsci quote that suPPonts
his view, his position manages to
come through. Here Ellis makes
his main error. A "critique of in-
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ternal inconsistencies,, implies to
me an acceptance of Marcuse,s
framework ("Marxist,, assump-
tions, to quote Ellis) with an at-
tempt to shore up ,,weak spots,,
and straighten out .,problem
areas," etc. Steigerwald,s main
point is that Marcuse,s basic con-
ception and framework are not
Marxist, but bourgeois in essence.
The core of Marcusian thinking is
a bourgeois-democratic world view.
Straighten out the .,inconsisten-
eies" and all you've got is a more
consistent bourgeois-democratic
philosophical system. That,s the
main point Ellis attempts to man-
uever around.

Ellis wants a posi,tion ois-ani,s
the Marcusians that would provide
a basis for a rappochement of
some kind. One could understand
(although not support) a desire
for an "easier" position in relation
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to New Left activists influenced
by Marcuse two and a half years
ago when this thinking' was so
widespread and the question of
isolation from the spontaneous
Leftward shift of students was
very real, but why one would still
want to hedge today after all that
history has proven with regard to
Marcusian influences is, frankly,
behind my comprehension.

The fight for scientific sooialism
among students continues today
but on the terrain of a severe
crisis of petty-bourgeois radical-
ism and a more sharply defined
differentiation between the bour-
geois world view and the working-
class world view. There is abso-
Iutely no room for hedging any
more. Left students are looking
for a workable political strategy.
They have no need any longer of
flabb5 imprecise politics.

capitalism arose and-is constantry arising out of small production.
A number of new 'middle strata' is inevi'tably created'by capital-
,ism. . . . These new srnall producers are jusi as inevitably b'eing
cast into the ranks of the proletariat. It ii quite natural that the
petty-bourgeois world conception should again and again crop up
in the ranks of the broad workers'parties.lt is quite"naturia"t
this should be so, and it arways *irt b" so righi up to the com-
mencement of the proletarian revolution, for if would be a grave
mistake to think that the tomplete" proletarianization oi the
majority of the population is essential tefore such a revolution
can be achieved.

-V. I. Lenin, Agai,nst Reoisionism (Foreign Language
Publishing House, Moscow, lg5g.)
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A Foreign Policy of Shullduggery

A thought that must inevitably
cross the mind of the reader of
the new, revealing book by Wil-
fred. Burchett* is wonderment at
what must be the curriculum of a
student in training for the United
States foreign service. Does it in-
clude the arts of subversion, bri-
bery, deception, lying, assassina-
tion and mass murder? Or, at
what point are graduates imbued
with ideals of a supposed demo-
cratic nation engaged in relation-
ships of equality with other coun-
tries brought in contact with the
intelligence agencies, the overseas
corporations and the military es-

tablishment that turn such rela-
tionships so often into imperialist
aggrandizement that relies on all
these means?

One of the problems in the
United States (and the sarne is
true in other imperialist coun-
tries) of developing a mass move-
ment of protest and of resistance
against a foreign policy of aggres-
sion is opening the eyes of people
as to what the nation's inter-
national agencies really do and
what, is actually planned for them
in the "top security" departments

*Wilfred G. Burchett, The Second
Indnchina War: Cambodia and Laos,
International Publishers, New York,
1970. Cloth $6.96.

of their democratic government.
The unmasking of imperialist op-
erations is one of the major ta.sks
of the popular movement's van-
guard. Burchett's books fill an
enormous role in scraping off the
thick cosmetics with which gross
U.S. interference and aggression
is disguised as "defense of free-
dom."

His new volume is a description
in some detail of the appalling
record of U.S. imperialist policy
in Cambodia and Laos from the
time of the 1954 Geneva Agree-
ment. The revelations complement
and expanil the portrayal of that
policy in Vietnam given in his
previous books, and if there is
some overlapping of those Past
accounts it adds to and under'
scores the truth.

As a publication, this is a re-
markable ancl laudable Piece of
work by International Publishers.
Prepared to clarifY the American
invasion of Cambodia on APril
30, 1970, the manuscriPt was com-
pleted by Burchett on June 1 and

the book issued on JulY 20. This
is the kind of resPonse and time-
liness that opens eyes when they
should be opened.

In point of time, the under-
handed activities of American in-
telligenee, military and foreign af-
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fairs personnel begau in Cambodia
and Laos even prior to the Geneva
Agreement in the course of as-
sisting France in its colonial war,
80 per cent financed by the United
States. Pressure on Norodom Si-
hanouk to abandon his neutralist
position started in 19b8, and the
road to the contrived overthrow of
the Sihanouk government in April
1970 and the subsequent outright
invasion of Cambodia by U.S.
troops was persistently followed,
if devious. Intervention in Laos
occurred while the Geneva talks
were in progress.

In that sense, the book,s title,
?he Seconl, Ind,oclui,na War, is per-
haps unfortunate. American agres-
sion in Indochina was eonceived
and earried out as a single mili-
tary-subversion operation, applied
to Cambodia ,and Laos as well as
Vietnam, that was prepared for by
the Manila Pact of September 8,
L954 thal set up the South East
Asia Treaty Organization within
a few weeks of the Geneva Agree-
ment and placed Cambodia, Laos
and South Vietnam within its
"zone of protection" without
consulting those countries.

This, however, is a minor ques-
tion of presentation. What Bur-
chett details is a hidden "limited,'
war by the United States in Laos
since L954, involving at least
12,000 American ground troops
and uncounted air force troops,
and continual aggression against
Cambodia (which the Cambodian
Foreign Ministry, in its "White
Paper 0n the American-South
Vietnamese Aggression Against
Ca,rnbodia, 1962-1969," charged as
including 1,864 incursions into
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Cambodian territory, 165 ineur-
sions into territorial waters and
6,149 incursions into air space).

From the standpoint both of
international law and of the
morality of international relations,
United States actions in Carnbodia
and Iraos could not be defended
by the most agile mouthpiece of
reaction. They drew the unprece-
dented, stinging denunciation by
the Soviet Union's Premier Ko-
sygin (cited by Burchett) when
Cambodia was invaded of the "fla-
grant divorce between the declara-
tions and assurances of President
Nixon and his deeds in the field of
foreign policy. . . . What is the
value of international agreements
to which the United States is, or
intends to be, a party if it so
unceremoniously violates its obli-
gations?"

However, the true story illumi-
nates far more unsavory depths
when it gets down to the sordid
account of day-to-day activities of
American bribe-merchants and
hatchetmen in those countries. The
long parade of puppets in Laos,
bought off, promoted, put in office,
pulled out of officg assassinated

-the Souvanna Phoumas, Vora-
vongs, Katays, Sananikones, Kong
Les, Boun Oums, Nosavans-
sound like characters out of a
Iurid paperback, all the more un-
real because they are as persons
so remote from the heroic, pa-
triotic mass of the people repre-
sented by the Pathet La.o and its
leader of towering courage and
integrity, Prince Souphanouvong.

It is this intimate account, re-
peated in Cambodia with the Lon
Nols, Song Saks, Sirik Mataks and
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Sam Sarys, that will raise the
question in the minds of American
readers as to what kind of repre-
sentatives his country has in these
areas: those who, as Burchett de-
scribes them, corrupt the Khmer
Serai and Meo tribesmen with
drink, girls and money, select
thugs, murderers, thieves and
rapists as "special forces" to at-
tack their own countrymen, herd
one-third of the Laotian popula-
tion into concentration-camp "res-
toration zones," and deliberately
violate every international agree-
ment by treachery and deceit.

This is foreign policy as prac-
ticed in the field, whether it be
under an Eisenhower, a Kennedy,
a Johnson or a Nixon. An Ameri-
can cannot fully imagine the
nature of his imperialist govern-
ment without being on the scene
in a region like Southeast Asia.
Burchett recounts the experience
of Sihanouk in being lured to
Manila in February 1956 to be
enticed into joining his country to
SEATO. A speech written by the
U.S. Embassy there was shoved
into his hand to be read by him,
taking such a position, and thus
enraging Sihanouk. I was in the
Philippines at the time and recall
the Sihanouk visit well. The at-
tempt to seduce the Cambodian
head of state (who was played up
in the American-dominated Manila
press as the "playboy prince")
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was even more crude than that.
A pretty Filipino movie actress
was literally presented to him as
a temporary mistress and he was
heavily plied with drink, in just
the way that the Khmer Serai
thugs that today cornpose the Lon
Nol army were handled. This is
the diplomacy of the CIA, the
AID and the U.S. State Depart-
ment, and it needs to be under-
stood at this level as well as at
the level of the tricky semantic
gymnastics used by U.S. govern-
ments to justify their butchery
and rapine.

As Burchett shows, among the
semantic deceptions are the much-
used references to the non-existent
"Ho Chi Minh Trail" (American
estimates themselves are that the
maximum supplies required frorn
outside by the NLF in South Viet-
nam have been 12 tons per day, a
load that can be carried on the
backs of no more than 200 men)
and the so-called "Vietcong basesf'
in the "Parrot's Beak" area of
Cambodia.

It is fortunate that a Wilfred
Burchett, a people's journalist, has
been on the scene in Southeast
Asia and has had the initiative
and the fortitude to report Ameri-
can imperialist policy in its despi-
cable detail. To be moved to
cleanse the Augean stable, one
needs to be given a whiff of its
stench.
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